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Chapter 161: 6.22 Third Green Star - Danger 

The scene of a huge olive colored anaconda jumping at Chino scared everyone in the area especially the 

child's family. 

[XIAO JING!!!] 

"CHINO!!!" 

"YOUNG MASTER!!!" 

"NOOOO!!!" 

The soldiers for Unit Alpha didn't hesitate to run out of the mansion and grabbed on the snake's limbs. 

Some survivors jump to help as well. The old butler activated his strengthening ability and blocked in 

front of Chino without hesitation of throwing his life away for his young master. He hugged the young 

master intending to black the attack with his own body. 

Lou Lan screamed as he activated his water ability covering Chino, Oreo and the other child within a 

water barrier. Wang Lei did the same thing and created a wind barrier around Chino. 

No one noticed but at this moment Cao Junye's purple eyes completely turned pitch black and a small 

black snowflake tattoo appeared under his left eye. A sudden surge of darkness element surrounds his 

body attacking the huge snake with a strike that is supposed to be beyond his current level. Black spikes 

suddenly pierced through the body of the huge snake and bloody holes were made all over its limbs. 

HISSS!!! SHAAA!!! A loud agonizing shriek came from the huge anaconda. 

Everyone was shocked by this scene. They were all dumbfounded and were left speechless by this scene. 

They've watched their own general be covered with black fog like aura added with a tremendous 

dangerous yet pressuring presence excluded from him. It made them unable to breath properly and 

gasp for air. 

Their suffering was nothing under the cold and hatred filled eyes of their general which now glares at 

the huge snake. He reached out his hands towards the direction of the snake. Following his gesture a 

black fog changes shape into a hand which grabs the huge head of the anaconda. 

A cold yet hoarse voice echoes in the whole area. The snake tried to struggle but the black hand that 

grabs its head was too powerful from him to be freed. 

"Bold enough to try harming this deity's son for a mere worm. Audacious!" said Cao Junye no... it was Ye 

Xiajie's soul who had forcefully awakened in time to save his son. 

With a grip of his hand, the head of the snake had exploded like a rotten watermelon. A blood rain falls 

from the sky for a few minutes covering everyone under with crimson shade. Everyone, especially those 

ordinary survivors, had felt fear towards this supposed human general. They were shivering in Cao 

Junye's presence when those pairs of obsidian orbs fell on them, they couldn't stop their body from 

trembling. This shows how terrifying the general figure is at this moment. 



Within those black orbs, there is no hint of emotions at all. No sympathy, feelings or care for living 

beings. Only indifference in the presence of life and death could be seen. Among everyone in the area 

only Chino's big eyes didn't show fear like everyone else nor hesitation to approach in fear of being rude 

like those Wang Lei's eyes. His eyes only show immense yearning as his tears even fell from his adorable 

face. Chino started struggling from the old butler's embrace. 

He tearfully reached out his small hands towards his father. Even without his daddy telling him who this 

was, Chino knows that the Cao Junye right now is indeed his real father. 

"Father... FATHER!!~~ Wuaaa~~~" 

The old butler could only let go of his struggling young master. Everyone watched as the young three 

year old boy ran towards Cao Junye who had no expression on his face. The latter caught the small child 

who suddenly jumped on him. Letting those small arms wrapped around his neck. 

The general hugs the little boy gently in his embrace, patting his small back in easement. His lips were a 

bit curled up at this moment as if he wasn't that demon who kills that snake in such a gruesome way. 

"Father... father sniff~ you woke up~ Xiao Jing misses you so much~~" whimpered the crying child. 

"Hm~ father misses our baby as well." said Ye Xiajie as he kissed the cheeks of his son. 

At this moment someone suddenly appeared in front of the father and son. It was Xueya who was 

looking around in worry the moment he saw his son about to be harmed by that huge snake. He was 

about to teleport to that place when he suddenly saw his husband lose it. Xueya immediately noticed 

the imprint that suddenly appeared on his and Cao Junye's face. 

Once the black snowflake appeared on Xueya's face, he knew that his husband's soul woke up in this 

world. But based on the situation he had seen, his husband forcefully woke his soul. The darkness 

element he used just now isn't a normal element as well. Only then Xueya knew that his husband just 

used his real qi to save their son. 

But using his real qi in his current vessel is not possible. Their current vessel is too weak to bear the true 

qi they possess. He knew that his husband would suffer a backlash for doing so. He only used his true qi 

for a few seconds; the backlash would most likely be internal injuries. But what worries him the most is 

that the heavenly laws of this star would definitely notice that his husband is an outside soul. Xueya had 

to appear before him to protect him from the heavenly laws' wrath. 

Ximen Xueya's sudden appearance stunned everyone in the area, especially those who recognized him. 

Only Cao Junye who is Ye Xiajie as at this moment smiled at his wife. 

"You've come, baby~" said Ye Xiajie.  

Chino cheerfully calls, "Daddy!!" 

Xueya kissed his son's cheeks as he gently wiped his tears. Then he looked at his husband's obviously 

pale face though there's a devious smirk on his lips. 

Sigh~ Xueya suddenly covered his son's eyes and kissed Ye Xiajie out of nowhere. At first the latter was 

caught off guard by his wife's sudden intimate gesture. When he feels the true qi which was passed to 

him through the kiss, Ye Xiajie openly welcomes his wife's eagerness. 



An unfathomable fire of desire was lit in his body, burning all restraint over himself. From passive to 

active, Ye Xiajie hooks his wife's soft tongue to clash with him and taste the sweetness of his wife's lips 

and true qi. 

The warm qi enters his mouth which spreads throughout his whole body instantly repairing his internal 

injuries which is the cause of the backlash of using his real qi with such his weak body. Until his wife's 

capabilities of instantly merging his soul with his current vessel the moment he woke up, Cao Junye 

needed a long time before his current soul and his soul fragment could completely merge. Only when 

the merging is complete 100% then he could freely use his true qi. Just now he overdid himself just to 

save their son from danger. 

This kiss is just a cover for his wife to help him heal his internal injuries. Ye Xiajie could only enjoy this 

intimate gesture between lovers while enduring the pain of his internal organs curing at a fast pace 

which is beyond normal means. The feeling of his body and his soul getting nourished made him 

comfortable. 

Xueya is only giving Junye his true qi. While the latter use the former's given qi to heal himself. Ximen 

Xueya had no current capabilities of healing someone other than himself. 

Cao Junye's hand moved and wrapped it around Xueya's waist, desperately squeezed him to his 

embrace, then he kissed harder even biting those soft and sweet lips brushing his own. 

This turbulent kiss made Xueya desires sparked but he knew that the place and time doesn't allow him 

to indulge. Moreover his son is with him. 

'That's right their son is with them!?' Thoughts of Xueya at this moment. 

Remembering that their beloved son is with them, Xueya could only reluctantly push away his husband. 

The line of saliva that connected their lips left a sensual feeling between the two. Those who saw the 

scene of their general and his wife's affair suddenly blushed as they lowered their heads in 

embarrassment. 

Cao Junye who hasn't had enough, grip his wife's waist. "Baby?" 

"There's a child and..." Xueya suddenly whispered. "Heal yourself first in the spring." 

In his mind Xueya spoke with his system, "Look after them inside the space. I need to arrange few things 

outside first." 

[I will host.] 

When Xueya touched the snowflake earring on his ears Cao Junye and Chino disappeared all of the 

sudden. Seeing this most soldiers reacted in shock but didn't speak a word of rudeness towards the man 

who made their general and young master disappear all of the sudden. Instead most of the soldiers had 

saluted and lowered their heads to greet him. 

"Greetings to Master Ximen!" said the soldiers. 

Ximen Xueya nodded his head slightly to return the soldiers greeting. Lou Lan jumped for him for a hug 

which he didn't mind. According to the memories he received Lou Lan is the original's only close friend. 



Lou Lan, "Xueya~ Where were you all this time? I thought... I thought something bad happened to you 

when you suddenly gone missing~ Wuwu~" 

"Don't cry. You look ugly. I was busy lately... Now let go." said Xueya. Lou Lan stops hugging his friend 

knowing his hate for close contact with others. Only Chino and Cao Junye were exceptions to his 

aversion. 

Wang Lei and Uncle Wu had approached him as well. The former acted his role and saluted at Xueya like 

the rest of the soldiers. 

"Salute! Pleasant meeting Master Ximen. I would like to ask where did you bring our general to?" asked 

Wang Lei humbly. 

Xueya replied, "Somewhere safe. I will bring you and the rest of your unit as well for a moment." 

"Understood." responded Wang Lei. 

Then Xueya moved his gaze on the smiling old butler who appeared beside him. 

Uncle Wu spoke, "Master Xueya, it's great to see you." 

He patted the old butler's shoulder with gratitude. Xueya had seen what this old man had done during 

that moment when his son was in danger. He was indeed willing to exchange his life for his son like the 

rest of the soldiers. 

"Good work. Uncle Wu and everyone thank you for saving my Chino. I would repay this life debt in the 

future." said Ximen Xueya. 

His gaze slightly turned gentle when he looked at the soldiers who tried their best to save and protect 

his son in the life and death situation. Xueya might be a cold hearted person by nature except for those 

he cares for. But he is never the type to ignore debts he has from strangers. 

Uncle Wu and the rest of the soldiers happily smile when they've heard Ximen Xueya's promise. With his 

words they knew that this person would definitely not forget what they did for his son. Those brave 

survivors who helped in that moment were thanked by Ximen Xueya as well. 

Though they didn't know who he was, just base from him suddenly appearing, making the general and 

the young master suddenly disappear and the reverent actions the soldiers showed towards him. They 

knew that this man had an important standing and his strength is enigmatic. They would be safer with 

him as well. 

Xueya looked at the smiling survivors who stood beside the soldiers who wore the same expression. 

"Bring over your family with you. Only your family and people who have close relationships with you can 

come." said Xueya. 

The survivor understood instantly the meaning of the beautiful man's words. 

Xueya spoke, "Uncle Wu separates the families who help just now to those who don't. I am not running 

a charity. I'm not obligated to save those who I don't owe anything." 

"I will do as you order but the rest are..." 



"Those who didn't help I would bring them to the Hope Base. The destination for you guys is my place." 

said Xueya as he created two teleportation formations. 

One connected to the road near to Hope Base in Z District and the other transfers people directly inside 

the Ximen Mountain. The soldiers would be brought inside his dimensional space where he put his 

husband and son temporarily while those survivors who he owed a debt with would be teleported to the 

Ximen Mountain for Lu Meng and Su Wan to be taken care off. 

Xueya instructed, "Those survivors who I owe on the left. The rest on the right." 

The soldiers under Wang Lei and Uncle Wu supervised the whole process. They didn't allow those other 

survivors to jump on the other circle lest they angered their General's wife. 

There are lots of survivors complaining about the difference in treatment. Since they didn't know who 

Ximen Xueya was. They wildly run their mouth without fear. As they say ignorance is a bliss. 

What is with this unfairness!? 

Why treat others like this!? 

Aren't we human as well? 

You guys are with the military, it is your job to secure our safety. 

Why are you listening to this man who seems like a slut who seduce the gen-- 

AAAHHHH! 

He killed her!!! 

The woman who spoke last suddenly turned into an ice statue. No one knows whether the woman is still 

alive or not. The survivors who were standing at the right teleportation circle screamed at this scene 

especially when they saw the beautiful man flick the woman's ice statue which broke into bloody 

fragmented ice mixed with blood and broken flesh. 

Xueya's cold and indifferent voice echoes in the area. 

"Speak more nonsense. I will throw you all in the middle of the city where there are countless zombies 

to feast on your rotten mouth and useless body." 

The screaming in the area was too loud which irritated Xueya. He had to use his other ability to shut 

them up. He used Kotodama and ordered them. 

{Close your mouth and stand still for 5 minutes.} 

As if receiving an irrefutable order, the survivors on the right circle all clamped their mouths shut 

unanimously and their bodies stiffened against their will. They look at Xueya with reddening or tear 

filled eyes as if looking at a monster. They had never heard this kind of ability. 

NMM! HMMM! 

Muffled sounds are the only thing that comes out from their close mouth. Their bodies couldn't move by 

their wills again. This time those who were unaffected gasped in astonishment. No one expected that 



Xueya would be this powerful. His ability is even enough to force others to comply with his commands 

even against their wills. 

Lou Lan whispered, "Is this... an ability as well?!" 

"Must be... A mental type special ability." replied Wang Lei. 

Uncle Wu smiles and says, "Haha~ haven't heard of the word Kotodama before? It's a superior ability to 

control even someone's soul using the medium of words. As long the caster's will is stronger than the 

target it is almost impossible to defy his commands." 

The soldiers reactions: 

Fuck! the general's wife is so Godly! 

Space and Mental abilities!? 

I heard from the young master that the general's wife could control the Ice element as well. 

Damn! three abilities!? The General could only use two! 

Amazing! He is so powerful! 

At this moment Xueya ignored the raucous voice behind him and spoke to the survivors standing silently 

at the left teleportation circle. He was explaining things for them. 

"I will teleport you directly to my territory. You will meet two men named Lu Meng and Su Wan. They 

would arrange a place for you to stay in my land. As well as explain the things for you. Don't be afraid. 

Since I owe you a life, I would not treat you badly. My territory is the safest place to live. You would be 

provided with everything you need." explained Xueya. 

"Thank you... sir." A brave young man spoke. 

Xueya replied, "It should be thank you for risking your lives to protect my son. Because of that I would 

keep you safe as well." 

After a while Ximen Xueya activated both teleportation circles. Once the light had lit up the men 

standing within the circle disappeared. As they were meant to be, each group was transferred to their 

designated locations. Once the others disappeared the soldiers look at Ximen Xueya with bewildered 

expression. They couldn't understand why he didn't let them join the group on the left before he 

transferred them. 

"I will bring you to another place first. Once your general wakes up I will bring you to Ximen Mountain." 

said Xueya after that he pulled the rest of them into his dimensional space without even allowing them 

to ask any questions. 

Chapter 162: 6.23 Third Green Star - Inside the Dimensional Space 

Ximen Xueya after completely the other things had brought the Alpha unit within his dimensional space. 

He had already pulled in his husband and child antecedently. Of course he threw his injured husband 

directly to the heavenly spring inside the space. The spring is rich in spiritual qi. Meditating while soaking 

inside the water would help the true qi inside him to heal himself. 



When Wang Lei, Lou Lan, Uncle Wu and the rest of Unit Alpha opened their eyes, what welcomed them 

was a wide blue sky untainted by the red haze brought by the apocalypse. An abundant forest with its 

size cannot be measured by their naked eyes, mountain ridges from the distance and farmland which is 

full of crops like corn, grains, varying vegetable and fruit plants. The land was like a big source of 

resources which could provide food for millions of people for years. 

This is like a mini world or a paradise during the time of Apocalypse. Their heads were moving left to 

right, up to down, as they surveyed the whole place. Moreover the way they got to enter this place is 

also magical. They've only heard Ximen Xueya speaking about bringing them somewhere and in a blink 

of an eye they just appeared in this mystical place. 

Ximen Xueya ignored their reaction as if he didn't see it. "Wang Lei, Lan, you guys could wait in the 

mansion. For now. I don't suggest you roam around within the forest as there are lots of wild beasts and 

mutated animals which I bought while living in that place. Instead you can help in harvesting if your 

bored. The tools are at the warehouse beside the mansion. 

Except for the third floor, they could occupy the first and second floors. Uncle Wu you look after them. 

I'm going to check on Chino and Junye." 

Once he finishes his speech, Xueya walks away after giving them some commands and permissions. They 

watch him with awe filled eyes in silence. They had lots of questions but they couldn't ask anything. 

They weren't the general after all and Ximen Xueya isn't just someone they could talk too. 

Lou Lan could if he wanted but his friend gestured to him to ask nothing for now. Clearly, his friend is 

worried about the general. Knowing this he could only pull his lover with him towards the mansion to 

rest. 

Wang Lei reacted, "H-Honey? Where are we going?" 

"In the Mansion. Choose a room and rest for a while. We won't be able to ask Xueya anything for now. 

The General seems to be injured with his battle versus that huge anaconda." replied Lou Lan as he 

pulled his lover. 

"I was planning on inquiring about the general's current state..." 

"Don't bother. Become a light bulb and you might get kicked out instead." 

"That is also true. What about the young master then?" 

"... Don't mention it. Chi-chan would forever be their permanent light bulb unless Xueya gave birth to 

another one." 

The soldiers and Uncle Wu were left behind by the other couple. They saw him walk towards the huge 

manor not far from where they are. 

Uncle Wu chuckles upon hearing the last sentence Lou Lan had said, "Hoho~ another baby would be 

welcomed anytime." 

The left behind soldiers of their leaders were dumbfounded. 

"Instructor what should we do?" asked by one of the soldiers. 



"Rest if you wish. Farm if you wanted. There seems to be a fishpond not far. You could also do some 

fishing. But don't enter the forest since Master Xueya had already given his warning. Except for this you 

are free to do anything. The serious business would only resume when the general or Master Xueya had 

returned." 

"How about you, instructor ,what are you going to do next?" 

"I need to prepare snacks for the young master. This old man is going to check the kitchen." Then the old 

butler looked at the huge dog beside him. "How about it? Oreo, come with grandpa to check the kitchen 

and look for your snacks as well." said Uncle Wu as he touched the head of Oreo. 

Bark! 

Oreo barked once as to show his agreement to what the old butler had just offered him. The soldiers 

could only watch their instructor and the huge Tibetan Mastiff's back who had no intention to bring 

them with him. Few soldiers follow the old butler and take a bath and rest in the mansion. The others 

scattered to farm, some went to fish while some had a nap under the near shade below a fruit tree. In 

the end they all just choose to enjoy the rest of the day. 

--- 

Meanwhile in Ximen Mountain, a group of survivors suddenly appeared in Lu Meng and Su Wan's office. 

Lu Meng was busy feeding the baby while Su Wan was doing paperwork. 

While Xueya isn't around most authorities in the mountain were left for them. They work as Xueya left 

and right hand people. They do the work as Xueya would never waste time to do work. He is lazy. If he is 

at the mountain he would usually stay in his mansion. He only went out whenever his son wanted to 

play around with zombies. 

SWISH! A sound of space shifting was heard followed but a group of survivors covered in slight scratches 

and dirty clothes. The moment this group appeared, Lu Meng and Su Wan reacted with calmness as they 

were used to this. 

Most of the time the Master had gone out of their land with the young master, few people would be 

teleported in their office to be checked and registered. They appearing him means that the master of 

the mountain had accepted him under his wings. 

Lu Meng upon seeing the newly teleported group in front of them had exchanged glances with his 

partner. 

Lu Meng, "This..." 

"Go bring the little one to her nanny for a bit." said Su Wan. 

Nodding his head in agreement with a baby in his embrace, Lu Meng replied, "I'll be back soon." 

"Go." 

Lu Meng smiled at the frightened group in front of them before waving his hands and walking out of the 

office to get the female nanny to look after their adopted child. Su Wan on the other hand approached 

the group and introduced himself. 



"Hello. I am Su Wan. Well you can say I work for Master Ximen. I know you were still stunned with this 

sudden appearance here. Please don't worry. The Master of this place is the one who brought you here. 

This is territory. You can call it a base or something but we prefer to call this place the Ximen Mountain. 

A paradise during the world's end. 

Before my lover returns I would like you to register your identity first. You will be given proper identity 

cards which would allow you to go in and out of this place. Let's talk about the details later. Please 

answer this registration form first."` 

Su Wan passed a few papers for the rest of the survivors who would become the new residents of this 

land. Once Lu Meng returned, he left the place for introductions to his lover. Lu Meng brought those 

who were injured to the infirmary where countless doctors and light ability users were on standby. 

After showing them the land for the whole afternoon, Lu Meng brought them back to the register office 

and received their newly made identity cards for their use. Afterwards they asked a few staff to show 

them the place they would be living in next. 

It didn't take while for the new residents to like their new home. They were joyous of being brought 

here by their benefactor. 

--- 

On the other hand the other group of survivors Xueya didn't accept to be put under his protection were 

teleported in some other place. 

This group was further split into two groups. A small group successfully got teleported near the Hope 

Base. Even though the guards outside the Z District's base were startled by their sudden appearance, as 

this situation wasn't a new one they've reacted calmly and approached the small group of survivors. 

A guard who is also a soldier asked, "Speak. Which place did you come from and who was it that 

teleported you here?" 

The survivors were frightened at first and stuttered when answering the touch looking guard before 

them. 

"W-We came from N D-District! The ones who save us are a man called General Cao and his unit b-but... 

It was a man called Ximen who teleported us here." 

The soldiers whose task is to guard the entrance today are people of the Old Sun. They were delighted 

to hear news about General Cao who is also their idol. 

"General Cao is alive!!! This is great." 

"I told you it's impossible for the General to die. He is so strong and those zombies aren't worth of his 

time." 

"By the way where is the general? He didn't come with you?" 

"N-No... That person named Ximen had taken him with him." 



This time the soldier's expression turned helpless when Ximen is mentioned. They really don't know how 

they should treat that person. They feared him and at the same time felt helpless as the latter isn't really 

close to them. 

"Well~ the general should be fine right?" 

"I heard the rumors that those two seem to be close." 

"Aren't those only rumors? That is Ximen we are talking about you know." 

"Okay. Enough! Check the survivors and have them registered. I will report to the old general about 

this." 

"Yes sir!" 

The survivors were allowed in but needed to be checked through for hidden injuries or bites. Any 

possibility of turning into a zombie isn't tolerated. They wouldn't be allowed in if they are. 

--- 

While the other half of that group was teleported somewhere else. This is the group which had fully 

offended Xueya before. The person who called Xueya a bitch was among them. Looking around they've 

realized that they were transported to a different place but the place they were in right now is not that 

much different from the place they used to live. 

Ruin and abandoned buildings. Crashed cars and terrifyingly those numerous zombies which were half 

frozen. The females in the groups suddenly screamed in fear. Even those beside them had covered their 

mouth, it was still too late. The loud sound that they've caused took all the attention of the undead 

surrounding them. 

AAHH! MMHMM! 

"Stupid! Don't scream!" 

"Their half froze! They can't run after us." 

"Shit! I know that bitch is scheming!!" 

"I want to kill him!!" 

Grrr~ Gurgles~ Arrgh~ 

What they didn't expect is that the endless wild struggles of the zombies break the ice which frost them. 

It only took a few struggles before the ice broke and the zombies targeted the living. 

RUN!!! 

AAHHHHHHH!!!!! 

But the number of the zombies were too much for them to fight and they were surrounded from all 

sides. After a few attempts of fighting back, they were all in the end devoured to the very last bone. 

These zombies were frozen for a few weeks and they haven't eaten within that time. It's no wonder that 

the zombies were wilder and more aggressive than before. 



As Ximen Xueya had spoken. Their rotten mouths and useless selves were eaten until nothing was left. 

Xueya had never been a forgiving person and he is the type to hold a grudge as every grievance. 

--- 

Back to the Dimensional Space. In the spring pond full of heavenly dew which could enhance human 

physique. Within the spring Cao Junye had his whole body submerged; it was unknown how he could 

breathe underwater. His eyes are close as if he is sleeping. Xueya and Chino were watching over him. 

"Daddy~ Is father still sleeping?" 

"Yes. But you can't wake him alright? Let's wait for your father to wake up. Our baby, it is almost time 

for dinner. Go eat with Grandpa Wu and Uncle Lan. Take a bath and go to sleep. You can sleep with 

Uncle Yue for tonight." 

"How about daddy? Are you staying here with father? Then I also want..." 

"No. It's cold here outside. You are still a baby." 

"Wuwu~ okay. Daddy don't get angry~" 

Seeing that he had frightened his son, Xueya had to cuddle his crying child by giving him kisses as he 

coaxed him. 

"Shss~ don't cry. Daddy isn't angry." 

"Wuwuwu~" 

"Yue. I allow you to materialize in your human form but follow the dress code of the original residents of 

this world." 

[I understand, Host.] 

They Zhi Yue appeared in front of the family in his human form but unlike before where he wears 

cultivation robes. He is wearing an ordinary loose dark violet long sleeves and white denim. His long hair 

was semi tied up behind his back. With his young appearance he looks even younger than Lou Lan. A 

teenage boy with androgynous appearance. 

Chino recognized Zhi Yue even when he made changes on his human form. 

"Uncle Yue~?" 

Zhi Yu smiled at Chino with a doting expression. "Hm~ Let's go. Xiao Chi couldn't miss dinner and needs 

to sleep on time or you won't grow." 

Xueya gently passed their son to his Uncle. 

"Won't grow? No Chi-chan wants to grow up soon and use a sword to fight undead!" 

"Then Xiao Chi must never forget to eat on time, take a nap in the afternoon and sleep on time at night."  

"Okay~ Chi-chan would do all that! Daddy, Father, good night~" 

"Good night, Our baby." said Xueya as he gave his son a kiss on his forehead. 



Then look at his system in his human form and say, "Introduce yourself as my distant relative." 

"Yes, Master Hei." 

"Go back to the mansion. It's getting colder here." 

Xueya looked at the backs of the two who were walking away and headed back to the mansion. Then he 

returned his gaze back to his husband resting within the spring. He sat at the edge and put in his hand 

inside the spring. Reaching out towards that sleeping man's face. Gently caressing the line of his 

husband's face, no one knew what he was thinking behind that expressionless face of his. 

"Sleep well my love." 

Few days later the snow had completely melted. Winter season has ended abruptly as it comes. The 

weather had gotten affected by the end of the world. Not only the weather, the ecology and nature 

mutated as well. It's like that humans are no longer the top of the food chain. 

Chapter 163: 6.24 Third Green Star - Z District's Base Situation 

X District. Granary Warehouse. 

After waking up in the morning the two leaders of the groups noticed the changes around them. The 

snow melted faster than before and the temperature had increased tremendously. Since most zombies 

were frozen in ice during winter, except for the difficulty of walking within the snow, the danger from 

zombies was greatly lessened. But now that the snow is starting to melt faster, Su Liye and Shi Moye felt 

that their current situation is dangerous. Which is why when they've woken up in the morning they've 

ordered their people to make the transfer of grains and corn to the storage of those ability users with 

them. 

Some were transported on the backs of the cars. They choose not to leave a single grain within that 

granary. Now the grains and corn they've gathered is enough for the people of Hope base to last for a 

whole year. They immediately left that district and returned back to the base. They no longer head to 

their second planned destination which is the W District. This is because the zombies were starting to 

wake up because the ice had started to melt. 

On their way back to the base, the group changes from a small one to a large one. Su Liye's group had 

almost 50 people. Shi Moye's little group only had 6 members which included the leader and Yun Suisen. 

As soon as they returned to the base, they were besieged by ability users who served the elite families 

and clans in the base. The one in charge of those noble clans is none other than the Yun Clan which is 

led by Yun Lu, Yun Suisen's biological father. 

Beside Yun Lu is his adopted son, Yun Ren. It was this man who informed the elite clans about the 

disappearance of their base current leader, Shi Moye. The old men of the noble faction had always 

wanted to overthrow Shi Moye from his position. At the beginning they pushed Shi Moye to that 

position as a puppet to control. After all, Shi Moye's standing in the military is low. He is only a Major 

and his age is still too young compared to theirs. But who would expect that the State Head's brother 

would arrive in the base cutting off all their hopes to take control of the authority in the whole base. 

Old Sun is not only an old general in the military, he may be retired by the soldiers in the base choose to 

follow his command more than theirs. In that instant, they've lost more than half of authority in the 



base. Moreover Shi Moye also betrayed them and sided with the old general because of that they've 

totally lost their standing as co-leaders. Losing the right in resources and people. Thankfully the 

government side took a neutral standing in this conflict. 

Yun Ren spoke while standing beside his father, "I'm right dad. Suisen and the leader really left the 

base!" 

"I know. A'Ren did a good job telling dad." said Yun Lu with a smile. 

"Dear leader you cannot just leave the base unattended." 

"So irresponsible! Suddenly leaving without telling anyone!?" 

"There are still lots of problems in the base. Limited food resources. Limited numbers of ability users to 

defend the base and the leader just leave without informing the rest. Do you think such unconcerned 

action is enough to remove you from your position." 

After Yun Lu had spoken some other clan leaders had commented after him they were criticizing Shi 

Moye for suddenly leaving the base. 

On the other hand Yun Lu, this old father might be cold towards his enemies but he is extremely warm 

towards his family. He is a family oriented person. Among the elite group only the Yun Family didn't 

pocketed resources. 

Yun Lu is especially kind and spoiling towards his adopted son, Yun Ren. After his wife died from 

depression of losing her son and his biological son got kidnapped and lost. This old leader adopted Yun 

Ren as his heir at first but in the end he got closer to the child and ended up treating the latter as his real 

son instead. 

Shi Moye watched the exchange between father and son with only coldness in his eyes. He recalled that 

in his past life Yun Ren had schemed to kill his lover, Yun Suisen, and this old man from the Yun Family 

never knew that his real son was killed by this white eyed wolf. 

Su Liye saw the tense situation between his friend and these group of elite old men in front of them. 

Then he whispered to Shi Moye, "A'Mo, what is wrong with these old men? Why are they blocking our 

way?" 

"This... I might be the leader of this base but... There are still some who think that I am not worthy." 

replied Shi Moye. 

Overhearing their conversation Yun Suisen chose to explain their situation to Su Liye. 

"It is not dage's fault. This base is made by both the military and the government. The real leaders of this 

base are the State head, Prime minister and General Cao. Sadly the first two had died during the 

apocalypse and General Cao hasn't returned from his journey yet. 

The base was left to dage to supervise until General Cao returns but his position in the military is only a 

Major and these greedy old clan leaders wanted more pieces of the cake than the rest. They wanted 

more power to control the base. 



The Military took dage's side half heartedly, the government side took a neutral standing while the 

noble clans wanted more power. In the struggle of three powers in the base the last group is the 

greediest and the most disgusting one among the rest. 

The reason why Dage personally left the base this time is to solve our problem with food. These noble 

families had pocketed too much food on their own leading to this kind of situation." 

Su Liye replied, "This... seems to be quite a bad situation indeed." 

The three were whispering on their own side as if ignoring the elite group not far from them. This made 

those old men angry. 

"Shi Moye your standing as the leader shall be questioned! Leaving the base without informing others is 

irresponsible!!" said Yun Lu. His reasoning is quite correct but it is one sided. 

"I didn't inform anyone because it's a mission. It was Old Sun who accepted my decision to leave the 

base for a while. The reason for this is simple. I wanted to hook few fishes." Shi Moye looked at the 

group before him with cold eyes. "And it seems I've hooked too many." 

The faces of these old clan leaders turned red in embarrassment and anger. They first felt chill when this 

young leader had stared down on them. His eyes were chilling and powerful. It made them feel 

embarrassed thinking that a young man had frightened them even for a moment. 

Only Yun Lu's side remained silent in this scene while the other clan leaders continued scolding Shi Moye 

with useless chatters. He narrowed his eyes observing the young leader in front of him. 

Shi Moye ignores the useless reasoning of the clan leaders pouring mud on him. 

"Enough with this farce! We are tired. The weather had abruptly changed. Winter has stopped and the 

sun is out all day. It would only take few days for those frozen zombies to free once again. When that 

time comes the first place those monsters would go are the bases which are full of humans. You guys 

still want to create conflict in this kind of situation!" spoke Su Liye with a scolding tone.  

At this moment everyone in the area had turned silent. Everyone knew how ferocious those undead 

beings are. They fed on flesh and blood and no one could escape their means if you got bitten. The virus 

only needs a few hours to be incubated in the human body for it to break down the host's immune 

system turning them into zombies. At this moment there aren't any vaccinations or cures made yet. One 

bite and they would be turning on the other side instead. 

Shi Moye spoke, "What my friend had said is true. Our expedition to look for resources had to be 

stopped as well. We were only able to gather grains and corn but didn't go to other districts where 

canned goods are. There are too many zombies lying in ambush right now. We had seen those zombies 

coming back to life as the ice that imprisoned them started to melt. It would take a few days and they 

would be all free." 

"By the way I had something to announce that everyone is right here right now. The resources storage in 

the base will be checked through, recordings and hidden surveillance cameras would be investigated, 

those who were found pocketing resources would be punished." said Yun Suisen. 

Everyone was shocked by What Yun Suisen had said. 



The elite clan members were especially hostile after hearing from Yun Suisen that they were hidden 

cameras in the storage area of the base. 

" Preposterous! Who are you to suddenly take authority over the base's storage!?" 

"A commoner talking nonsense without checking on his standing!" 

"Watch your mouth boy! It is not your turn to speak!" 

Hearing these crude threats from the leaders of elite clans Yun Suisen just smile. Clearly some old clan 

leaders recognize Yun Suisen's former identity but all the top clans like Yun knew who he worked for 

before. Adding the fact that this base is made under the alliance of both the military and government, it 

is close to impossible to make such a huge base secretly without enough man power and money to 

waste. 

But the military and government pockets were leaning more on resources. The food stocks for the base 

is something the old leaders had taken priority as first instead of the base. But how could a base this big 

be made with no money? Simple. They borrowed money from someone. 

In this country there is only one person the military and government could borrow money from. The said 

wealthiest man in the country. Someone who would let the State Head and Prime Minister let a huge 

budget without question because they were family. 

This is also the reason why Yun Suisen had been by Shi Moye's side even before the apocalypse had 

begun. Because Yun Suisen is that man's butler and person, the money from that person is handled by 

him personally. Ximen Xueya, a man that is feared not only by the people of the government and 

military, even those from the elite clan, no one dares to move him. 

Because moving a Ximen could only mean one thing. Death. This is the reason why Yun Lu didn't react 

wildly like those lower rank greedy clans. It is because he recognized who Yun Suisen is. 

Yun Suisen spoke, "You might not remember but this base is made few months before the apocalypse. 

But the old leaders prioritized the source of food instead which is why they would definitely lack money 

for the construction of this huge base. 

This base was made under my supervision. I knew every corner of this place. It is a sanctuary the old 

leaders had tasked me to build and all the money used to make this place came from my master. The 

master had left all rights of supervision to every place his money is used. Which means this includes this 

base... 

You can only follow my selfishness don't you? Unless you wish for Master Xueya to get angry knowing 

that too many greedy rats had stolen from his warehouse." 

"Right? You didn't know. The reason why the military nor the government wish to lead the base except 

for Shi Moye is simple. Because the real leader of this base is pretty obvious to those upper barracks 

men. The one who held the real power in this base is none other than my master. 

Z District base is named Hope because it would only become a real sanctuary when Ximen Xueya comes 

to this place. The locked facilities like those laboratories and hospitals cannot be opened unless the real 

owner of the place returned. 



You've tried breaking it but failed right? Because only the biometrics of Master Xueya could open those 

including the other three sealed warehouses in this base. 

This is a base made by the State Head and the Prime Minister for their beloved nephew while you guys 

are just leeches that were allowed to enter while the master is out. Questioning my actions is the same 

as questioning my Master. I watched and observed enough, you're the ones who clearly overstepped 

your boundaries and you will have to pay for it. The inspection would begin 3 day later. I gave you your 

buffer time. Repent before it's too late." 

After Yun Suisen ended his speech, silence once again ascended in the place. This time not only the elite 

clans and its members were speechless even the civilians who heard the whole thing was dumbfounded. 

No one is stupid enough not to know what it mean for the Ximen family to be involve. 

Su Liye whispered to Shi Moye, "Your wife is fierce, Old Shi." 

"Shss~ stop talking nonsense!" responded Shi Moye but deep in his heart he knew that his friend's word 

is right. 

Everyone also knew that the State Head and the Prime Minister had always wanted for Ximen Xueya to 

take their position as leaders of this country. No one from the peak positions would question that Ximen 

Xueya's standing in the whole country is sometimes even above the two old leaders. Because they knew 

that the real leaders of the country have always been that detached and aloof man instead of the two 

old leaders who are now dead. 

Taking this silence as an opportunity, Shi Moye and his team had left these shameless old men to their 

own device. 

Chapter 164: 6.25 Third Green Star - Jue-ge 

The Hope Base was full of tension and quietness. Yun Suisen's words just this afternoon had made 

everyone realize that the real leader of this base is someone called Ximen Xueya. 

The commoners and civilians reacted calmly. To them no matter who the leader is, they don't care as 

long as they can stay at the base and live here peacefully. They only need to complete the tasks and 

missions they were given and continue their everyday lives. 

Unlike the unconcerned reaction of the civilians, people from the military, the side of the government 

and clans from the noble line had all taken a hit. A true face slapped from reality. They were too greedy 

and did most things just so they could take control of the base authority and control with them knowing 

that they were stealing the things from the devil itself. 

Ximen Xueya. The master of the Ximen Family who works as this country's shadow leader. Calling him 

the shadow leader isn't right. Everyone who had higher positions in both the military and the 

government knew who had the real power in the country. Both the former State Head and the Prime 

Minister can be considered a relative of Ximens. After all, the former leaders before them were all of 

Ximen bloodline. Only when the Ximen Family was left with just Xueya and his son, Chino, that the 

Ximen Family stopped occupying the peak authority in the country. 

But just because Ximen Xueya didn't take the honorable seat of the leadership doesn't mean the Ximen 

Family had lost its power. When Ximen Old Couple and Old Master were still alive, they already started 



making preparations to let their subordinates take cover of their standing as the real leader of the 

country. The former State Head Sun used to be the oldest butler that served the Ximen Family while the 

Prime Minister Xu, is the Ximen Family's former household accountant before. In short both the Sun and 

Xu Clans were vassal's that served the Ximen Family. They were both their subordinates and sworn 

family friends. This is the real reason why the State Head and the Prime Minister doted upon Ximen 

Xueya. He is really their Master at the same time their nephew is not related by blood. 

Since Xueya didn't want to become a public figure, the State head and Prime Minister had made all 

information about the Ximen Family highly classified. No one but only the two of them could view this 

information. Even Cao Junye with his General status was allowed to reveal this information. The two old 

men had chosen Cao Junye as their successor, once they were gone it was planned that Cao Junye would 

take their place as the leader of the country but his real job is only to protect the Ximen Family. This is 

the reason for the countless summons the General had received before. 

But who would expect that the apocalypse was about to begin and that the successor they had chosen 

would become interested in the ones he would be protecting in the future. Moreover according to the 

information they had received, Cao Junye's interest towards his future master isn't normal curiosity but 

a feeling or emotion beyond interest. This is why these two old men told General Cao that they didn't 

know where Ximen Mountain was. They wanted to separate the two. But it seems that fate isn't willing 

to let them go. 

After the sun had set and the sky had darkened to pitch black, Shi Moye and Yun Suisen helped Su Liye 

check on everyone's recorded registration in the base. They were helping him look for his family 

members and that person who had taken his family out of the house during the apocalypse. They were 

at the office looking through piles of papers on the table. 

After looking through those piles of papers for hours, the three had still not found any of Su Liye's family 

members' names on the list. The expectations within Su Liye's eyes had dulled with depression. This is 

the last base in the whole country that accepted ordinary civilians as survivors. Su Liye really felt 

extremely down with this bad news. 

Su Liye murmured, "They are not here either." 

"Brother Su don't be sad. We can keep asking the other base about your family members. They might 

just haven't joined any base yet." said Yun Suisen. 

"Old Su! I haven't found any of your family members' names but that other man you said who had taken 

your family is here. That police captain Liu Ling. He is here!" said Shi Moye. 

This news made Su Liye happy. 

Su Liye, "Where is he? Can I talk to him?" 

"Liu Ling? You don't mean the leader of Dawn Squad?" asked Yun Suisen, there's an obvious frown 

between his eyebrows. 

Su Liye and Shi Moye both noticed the ugly expression on Yun Suisen's face. 

"Is there something wrong, Xiao Yun?" 



"Sui-chan, this man? You know him?" 

"Well... Yes, he is notorious but I don't think Brother Su would be happy hearing this." 

Su Liye could somewhat understand the meaning of Yun Suisen's words. 

"Say it, Xiao Yun." 

"This man... named Liu Ling is nicknamed fisher. He is infamous for using his teammates as bait to 

escape." 

A fist fell on the table with a bam sound resounding in the whole room. Shi Moye and Yun Suisen didn't 

complain even after Su Liye had broken the table with his fist. Su Liye is a dual ability user of metal and 

strengthening. 

"That bastard!!! I will kill him!" spoke Su Liye between his teeth. 

--- 

On the other hand inside the Dimensional Space of Ximen Xueya. 

Everyone except for Xueya and Junye were in the mansion waiting for dinner to be made. Lou Lan and 

Wang Lei were looking after the Little bun Chino while Uncle Wu was cooking. The other soldiers were 

at the living room watching recorded movies Xueya had saved for their family use. 

Lou Lan asked, "Xiao Chi you don't like the movie?" 

"NO! Chi-chan doesn't watch horror. Daddy says horror movies are boring~" 

Wang Lei smiled a bit as he ruffled the little bun's hair. "That is also true. Because ghosts and ghouls 

were just spirits in the end." 

"Un! Oreo~ play with Chi-chan~" Chino said as he ran towards Oreo and hugged the big dog. But the dog 

is too big that even if Chino hugged it with both his arms and legs, it would be impossible to hug it 

completely with his small body. He just looked like a koala trying to wrap his arms around a big tree 

trunk but unable too. 

"Baby~ where are your daddy and father?" asked Wang Lei as he hadn't seen the couple ever since they 

entered the space. 

Chino moved only his head to look at his Uncle Wang before replying. "Father is sleeping in the spring to 

heal. Daddy stayed to watch. Chi-chan actually wants to stay too but daddy says that it's too cold 

outside. Chi-chan can't stay out and sleep outside the mansion. Chi-chan is still a baby after all." 

Then they heard that silent young man speak as if translating Ximen Chino's words, "They are outside at 

the special spring inside the space which can help promote healing faster. The general is soaking inside 

as sleep and Master Xueya stayed over to protect him. But since the spring had no roof nor walls, the 

young master isn't allowed to stay with them since it's cold during the evening. Sleeping under the sky is 

impossible for a baby." 

After hearing the explanation of this silent boy who introduced himself as Ximen Xueya's distant cousin, 

the rest believed him as his words coincided with Ximen Chino's weird explanation. 



Wang Lei and Lou Lan no longer asked much after hearing this explanation. Though they knew who the 

young man was, they couldn't just tell the rest who he was. After all, Zhi Yue is not an original resident 

of this world nor a world hopper like them. He is a system that serves Ximen Xueya. What is left in 

disbelief is that Zhi Yue is able to materialize without the heavenly laws of this world correcting his 

existence. This could only mean that Ximen Xueya had already gotten this world's heavenly laws under 

his control. Which is why it turned a blind eye towards Zhi Yue's materialization. 

"Dinner is served!" 

Uncle Wu finally went out of the kitchen pushing a tray of dishes for five people. These four people were 

adorable little bun Chino, Lou Lan, Wang Lei and the youth called Zhi Yue. The food of the rest of the 

soldiers were left in the kitchen to serve themselves. 

"You guys get your own food in the kitchen!" said Uncle Wu to the soldiers. 

"Yes, Instructor!" 

Afterwards when the dinner was served for the four of them, Uncle Wu left the dining area leaving the 

four to enjoy their dinner on their own. He doesn't need to stay as the youth called Zhi Yue was 

personally left by Master Xueya to look after the young master. 

Zhi Yue said, "Xiao Jing, wash your hands. It's time for dinner!" 

"Yes, Uncle Yue~~" responded Chino. 

When Chino's real name was called neither Lou Lan nor Wang Lei reacted weirdly. They knew what the 

little bun's real name was. Ye Jingxia, nicknamed Xiao Jing. This is the young master who possesses the 

bloodline of both Hei Anjing and Ye Xiajie. In short their own real young master. 

Seeing Wang Lei's obvious eyes on him, Zhi Yue erected an invisible film which isolated the sound of the 

room to be only heard by them. Chino didn't react much and just sat beside his Uncle Yue after washing 

his hands. He needs to eat dinner properly as his daddy says he wouldn't grow if he skipped a meal. 

Zhi Yue served food for the baby as if he didn't do anything. "Eat slowly, Xiao Jing." 

"Yes~ Uncle Yue~" 

Wang Lei finally spoke after observing the invisible dome that protected the room. His eyes turned a bit 

stern and aloof as if he had another persona. 

Wang Lei spoke, "Executioner 13, how's the lord? Did he fully awaken? I've seen him overdone it 

before." 

"Still sleeping, Venerable Lord Hei is looking after him. I don't know if the lord had fully awakened but 

during that time when the young master was in danger he must have forcefully awakened himself. The 

spring should be enough to heal even his soul." replied Zhi Yue. 

Wang Lei frowned for a moment, "Would a simple dew heavenly spring in this small world be enough to 

heal the lord's soul?" 



"Yes. Because Venerable Lord Hei put his true qi in the spring and refined it. It's no longer an ordinary 

heavenly spring but a divine ranked one." answered Zhi Yue like what he had said is a matter of fact 

instead of something special. 

A refined heavenly spring with a true qi from a Celestial God would no longer just be a simple spring. It is 

a spring made of elixir which could cure most injuries, both physical and spiritual. Even a half dead God 

state would be revived if he is thrown inside such spring. 

"What?!" exclaimed Wang Lei. 

Hic! 

When Wang Lei suddenly yelled, Chino who was eating his dinner silently in the corner had almost 

choked in surprise.  

"Don't shout. You've startled the young master, Warden Lou." reprimanded Zhi Yue. 

Wang Lei helped Chino wipe the soup on the corner of his lips with a handkerchief which came out from 

nowhere. 

"Sorry, Xiao Jing. Did you choke?" asked Wang Lei worriedly. 

Chino shook his head and replied, "It is bad manners to shout during dinner~ Uncle Lou is bad~" 

"Haha~ don't worry uncle won't do it again." said Wang Lei with a smile on his face. 

Lou Lan remained silent the whole time. He is nothing but a prisoner Warden Lou is observing to 

complete the trials. He eats his dinner in silence like Chino. The smile on Wang Lei disappeared when 

talking with Zhi Yue and the latter seems to be used to it. 

"By the way how could you materialize without the heavenly laws warning you?" 

"Don't ask something stupid. Clearly it's because Venerable Lord Hei's memories are getting unsealed. I 

wouldn't even be surprised if he told me his full memories are unsealed." 

"If his memories are unsealed then why... Why is he still staying at the lord's side? Their standing had 

been different from the beginning. In the first place the lord's state had become like this because of 

him." 

"Stop blaming him! Don't you ever forget that if it wasn't for him the lord would be long gone! The one 

at fault of this everything is the old lord. Venerable Lord Hei and Milord are victims." 

"Enough! I know what you meant. I spoke the wrong words just now. Let's stop talking about this." 

Wang Lei finally returned to his seat dejected. He started eating his dinner in a powerless manner while 

Zhi Yue had taken down the barrier he made around the dining room. There is nothing but silence in the 

dining area. 

--- 

Outside the Mansion, in the spring within the forest. 



The spring isn't that large. It just looked like a circular pool that had a diameter that could fit 3 to 5 

people soaking at the same time. Surrounded by Wisteria Trees, there are scattering wisteria petals on 

the ground making it look like a light violet carpet surrounding the spring. Since Xueya had isolated the 

spring from the outside, there's a wall made of ice surrounding the whole spring 10 meters away from 

the center. 

The water inside the spring is so clear that one could even see through the bottom and depths of the 

pool. Within the pool lies Cao Junye with his eyes close to the world. His whole body is immersed under 

water and no one knew how he could be breathing. He is completely bare from top to bottom, only the 

white fog made by the spring covers his private area for the others to see. 

At the edge of the spring is Xueya looking at the sleeping Junye without any emotions in his face. 

"Take your time and heal yourself. I am here. I would protect you even if they come over in this world as 

well." murmured Xueya as his eyes softened while looking at Junye. 

It was at this moment that someone had appeared to this place when it was close to impossible to enter 

this separate space without the owner knowing but this newly arrived man did it. He broke the space 

itself and invaded this special space without Xueya permission. 

"An, your ability to control space elements is still sealed? It can only mean you haven't fully unsealed 

your current soul." said the man in green robes. This is the person who appeared before Xueya out of 

nowhere. 

Ximen Xueya stared at the man in greed robe without any change in his emotionless face. He only stared 

at him languidly. 

"Letting your clone follow me around again. You really have a talent of being a stalker. Don't think I 

would forgive you easily for trying to kill my husband twice, Jue-ge." his tanzanite eyes instantly turned 

to silver which means that Xueya is extremely angry at this moment. 

Chapter 165: 6.26 Third Green Star - Woke Up 

In the dimensional space. 

Ximen Xueya's anger is visible through the changes of his eyes. Suddenly returning to its original silver 

shade meant that he was in rage. Even if there are no emotions or expression on his face, the coldness 

he is emitting from all over his being is enough proof to say that Xueya is definitely furious at this 

moment. 

Despite showing his anger the man in green robes who Xueya called as Jue-ge didn't react much as if he 

is used to this kind of mood swing coming from Ximen Xueya. There is even a gentle and pampering 

smile at the corner of his lips. This man is the current ancestor of Hei Clan. He is also Hei Anjing's 

biological cousin, Hei Jue. 

Hei Jue said, "Don't give me sins, I haven't done at all, An. Hei Wanyu being sent out isn't my order. 

Those annoying old men were doing it themselves. Who would have thought that they would allied 

themselves with those destroyers. They are even using my name spreading nonsense around. I've been 

in closed meditation since you last visited. Do you think I would leave your vessel around unprotected by 

me personally!?" 



"But in the last world. You've tried to hurt A'Xia. I am not blind, if I didn't come you would kill him!" 

"I would. But stopped since you came. An, if you haven't completed the Mateship Ceremony with him, I 

would still kill him even in this world. For me he is better off dead. You are far more important than him 

to me. He is a stranger but you are my family." 

"You can't. I've chosen him after all. We've already completed one of the requirements for Soul 

Marriage." 

"Yes. Which is why I am appearing here before you instead of plotting his death." 

"Jue-ge!!!" 

"I will stop targeting him. Instead I would protect you and Xiao Jing secretly. I will warn you now. You 

should inform Uncle or Milord about Xiao Jing before your enemies learn of his existence. Xiao Jing is 

both yours and this man's sole weakness." 

"I will inform them after this world." 

Hei Jue glances at the spring and his peach blossom eyes narrow as he stares indifferently at the man 

lying within the water. 

"How long is that asleep?" Hei Jue was talking about Cao Junye. There's a clear dislike in his tone. After 

all this is the man who stole his carefully protected cabbage. He never expected this pig to successfully 

steal his cabbage that he's been tightly protecting for centuries. 

Xueya ignored his brother's ugly expression and replied, "A week." 

"It's better for that pig to never wake up." murmured Hei Jue. 

"Ge!" 

"Fine. An, be careful. There are lots of destroyers that entered this world silently. This time their target 

isn't your man but you, instead." 

"I will go now. I will protect you in another dimension." said Hei Jue as the space behind him shifts under 

his command. If one is talking about controlling space then this man in front of Xueya is even stronger 

than him when talking about space and dimension. After all, he is the God of Space. 

Ximen Xueya watched as the space rift before him disappeared. Because his memories were half 

unsealed, he could recognize who Hei Jue is. This is his blood related cousin from Hei Clan. The son of his 

father's elder brother. 

Sadly, this uncle of his had died due to cultivation implications, he had let his demons destroy himself. 

Failing his most important tribulation and dying afterwards. Among the people from Hei Clan only this 

branch of family loves his father as family but only Hei Jue remains from this part of Hei. The only 

remaining direct bloodline of Hei Clan remains with only Hei Jue, his father and himself. 

The Hei Clan is not willing to let Hei Jue go. Hei Anjing and his father had already separated themselves 

from that clan if not for Hei Jue, Hei Anjing and his father would no longer care about this Hei Family. 



"I told you to leave that stupid clan countless of times before. Now you even have to clean up the mess 

they're making." murmured Xueya but none else heard him. 

Suddenly he heard the sound of water moving. When he turned around he saw Cao Junye sitting up 

from the spring. His eyes were currently purple unlike the obsidian shade before he had fallen to sleep. 

Ximen Xueya's expression remains calm but there is a hint of disappointment from within his eyes. 

As if knowing what's going on his wife's mind, Cao Junye smiled at Ximen Xueya. 

"Baby~ It's me." said Cao Junye. The way he is calling Xueya is like how Ye Xiajie calls his wife. 

When Xueya heard a familiar way of calling him, he hurriedly went towards the spring and jumped on 

the man. Cao Junye opened his arms with a smile intending to catch his wife. It was supposed to be an 

emotional scene. 

But what happened next is something the general didn't expect. 

Ximen Xueya indeed jumped towards him but the former didn't let the general to properly catch him. 

Instead Xueya stamped on his husband's stomach kicking him back to the depths of the pool. 

"Bastard! You dare call this lord a criminal!? You won't listen to my explanation? You won't trust me!?" 

Choke! Cough! 

"B-Baby! Gurgles~ cough! T-That... Wasn't me!" 

Cao Junye is currently drowning while feeling his wife's whole weight on him. He couldn't leave the 

spring because his wife would kick him whenever he tries to leave. 

"It wasn't you? Who are you fooling? That's your soul fragment!" 

Choke! "Baby... Let me... Cough explain... First~" 

"Anyway... This lord is not listening!" said Xueya as he kicked his husband one more back to the spring 

before teleporting himself in the mansion. 

He left the newly merged soul of his husband within the spring. After a while Cao Junye stood up from 

the spring. Once he was out of water he used his qi to dry himself and took some clothes from his space 

ring. It only took a few minutes for him to get dressed. 

But unlike with the jolly expressions he exchanged with his wife just now, his face right now is 

completely cold. He snapped his fingers and suddenly the time within the dimensional space including 

everyone's time who are inside the space had stopped including Xueya and Chino's. 

PUNCHED! 

After stopping the time he suddenly punched through the space on his side, making the space beside 

him break into fragments and grab someone inside. After awhile a man in green robes was pulled out of 

that destroyed space. It was Hei Jue. 

Hei Jue was coughing as he was held by his collar. He glares at Cao Junye who is staring at him 

indifferently yet absolutely cold. 



"You bastard! What is wrong with you!?" complains Hei Jue. 

Cao Junye spoke, "Stop wasting my time. Tell me what you meant with the words you told me in the last 

world." 

Hei Jue nonchalantly replied, "Oh you mean that? I meant it literally. If you want to know the answer 

then completely merge all your soul fragments though by that time it might already be too late." 

Cao Junye's eyes reddened for a bit as his eyes turned pitch black completely darkened by anger. 

"Don't make me hit you! I will beat you up even if your Jing'er's relative!" 

"Impossible. I've made a vow not to tell anyone. Why do you think I'm telling it with indirect words 

instead. For your information, It was An who forced me to make that vow. I am forbidden to tell you 

anything until that day comes I would be free from my oath." 

"USELESS! You go fuck off then." 

"Your temper has always been short except towards An as always. Seeing this reaction of yours, means 

you've halfway merged your soul fragments." 

"..." 

"Then I will give you a heads up like An. In this world there are three destroyers and their target is your 

wife. They were all from that person's side. Once he learns you're awake he would definitely make his 

move. Anyway I'm leaving. Hmp!" 

Hei Jue didn't want to continue talking with this brute who destroyed space despite not having the 

talent of controlling the space attributes. This only shows how much his strength is different from the 

rest. 

He was re-entering the fragmented space Cao Junye forcefully broke just now. Ignoring the latter who 

had fallen within his deep thoughts. Cao Junye could more or less understand the meaning of his words 

and also knew who that person was. 

"Why did he know about Jing'er's whereabouts?" murmured Cao Junye. 

Hei Jue no longer entertained this rude brute and closed the space behind him before he left. Cao 

Junye's time stopping spell had been taken back by him. 

Meanwhile at the mansion, Ximen Xueya is currently enjoying the tea Uncle Wu had served him. In the 

living room Ximen Chino, who was watching a movie just now, had a bewildered expression on his face 

as if something had gone wrong. 

"Daddy~ did time stop just now?" asked Chino. 

Xueya was startled with this sudden question from his son. Unlike him who had no compatibility with 

Time Attribute, there is no way he would notice if something changes to things related to time but his 

son is different because he has Ye Xiajie's blood on him. 

Everyone in the Nether System that the Lord God could manipulate time and that his affinity with it is 

top notch and was born with this talent. It wouldn't be surprising if his son inherited this talent as well. 



What left Xueya astonished is that why would his husband control time and control even his time. 

Normally he wouldn't let him or Chino be affected. But just now he didn't notice a thing but Chino did. 

Xueya whispered, "What is that bastard doing again?" 

Uncle Wu asked, "Master Xueya, is there something wrong with tea?" 

"No. It's fine, Uncle Wu." replied Xueya. 

Suddenly the door entrance of the mansion was pushed open with a bam. 

BAM! Cao Junye obviously used too much strength. 

"Don't destroy my door!" scolded Xueya. 

Everyone was excited seeing the man's arrival. 

"Father! ~" 

"Master you're back." 

"General! Salute!" 

Ximen Chino excitedly jumped towards his father. Cao Junye caught the naughty little bun preventing 

him from falling. There's a pampering smile on Cao Junye's face as he looks at his son. 

"Our baby had gotten heavier~" 

"Chi-chan isn't heavy! Only growing~ father is a bully~" 

"Yes. Yes. Our little bun isn't heavy. Not heavy. Not chubby. It's just baby fats.~" 

"Who are you calling fat? Don't call my son fat!" said Xueya. 

Seeing that the couple is about to quarrel, Uncle Wu took his young master from his master's arms. He 

pushes the back of the youth named Zhi Yue towards the second floor intending to bring them to the 

study room or something. It's bad for children to see their parents fight. 

Uncle Wu said to the children, "Okay. Play with Grandpa in the study room okay?" 

"Okay~" replied Chino. 

Zhi Yue followed without question but he let his mind connect with his host. They could speak to each 

other through their minds. 

Xueya glared at his husband and said, "My son is not fat. You are just blind!" 

Seeing that his wife was in a bad mood, Cao Junye had to coax him. Ximen Xueya had been truly angered 

by the original Cao Junye. 

"Yes it was I who was blind. Our Chino isn't fat. Baby~ don't be angry anymore. Everything is my fault. 

Anger is bad for the body." 

Xueya isn't willing to forgive him easily. 



"What do you mean 'Our'!? Chino is 'My' son!?" 

This reaction of Xueya made Cao Junye smirked. He knew that his wife didn't know that Ximen Chino of 

this world is the original Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya's biological son. 

He went behind Xueya and massaged his shoulders like a virtuous husband. 

"Baby~ it's bad to lie. You can't monopolize our Chino like that. It's unfair for me as his other father. 

Have you forgotten you've stolen my sperm to create Chino?" 

Hearing the words his husband had spouted just now rendered Xueya speechless. 

Xueya's thoughts at the moment: 'Other father? Sperm? Stolen? What is this bastard playing right now?' 

Meanwhile, System Yue, who could hear his host's thoughts, explained the reason for his Lord God's 

words. The world plot didn't give details on how the original Ximen Chino was born but as a system, Yue 

knows. He had thoroughly checked his nephew's vessel's background just in case. 

[Host. He isn't lying. The original Ximen Xueya had taken General Cao Junye's essence without 

permission from the institute bank for artificial insemination. But instead of stealing it the original Ximen 

Xueya had bought it for a few billions. 

But since it's illegal to get someone else's essence without permission of the other, the original is both 

the general's essence for exactly a billion dollars. 

The original Cao Junye of this world is definitely Ximen Chino's another father.] 

Ximen Xueya who heard his system's explanation was embarrassed with what he heard. He couldn't 

believe such a coincidence would happen in this world. Who would have thought that their son is still 

their son after entering this world. 

With a slight blush on his cheeks Xueya stood up as he glared at his smiling husband. Based on his 

expression this bastard must have learned about this through his vessel's memory after the souls have 

been merged as one. 

"Who the fuck stole your sperm!? This lord had bought it for 3 billion dollars!" exclaimed Xueya. 

Other's thoughts: 

'3 Billion Dollars!? Fuck!!'  

'It's that expensive.' 

'General your so amazing! That cost billions of dollars~' 

Everyone who heard Xueya's yell gasped in shock. Who would have thought that it was really true. 

Though their general and old general sun had said that young master Chino is Cao Junye's son. They 

were still half doubtful about it. But now hearing it from the legal father itself. It seems that what their 

general had said is indeed true. 

Ximen Chino is the son of Master Ximen and their General. 

"I'm in a bad mood. You are sleeping in the living room tonight!" said Xueya. 



Cao Junye panicked when he heard that he was getting kicked out of bed. 

"Wi-Wife~" 

Xueya brought thick blankets and a few pillows from his space and passed it to Cao Junye with a smile. 

"My dear~ it's your punishment. Sleep. On. The. Couch. Hmp!" 

Xueya walked back to the study room to take his son and do their routine before bed. Then choose to 

sleep properly in bed this time. He had ignored the stunned standing husband of his, behind him. 

The punished general could only sleep in the living room tonight. 

Chapter 166: 6.27 Third Green Star - Mission Target 

That night the famous general from the capital had to sleep in the living room's couch alone because he 

teased and pissed off his own wife. When everyone woke up they saw the scene of their great general 

sleeping on the couch. 

Seeing this the soldiers could hold but sniggers at him. It seems that in the future they need to listen to 

the general's wife first before the general itself. The real boss is Ximen Xueya. 

Uncle Wu, who woke up ahead of time, just finished cooking breakfast. He had to wake up their general 

who seemed to be sulking all night after his wife kicked him out of the bedroom. 

"Master woke up. It's time for breakfast. Please wake up Master Xueya and the young master." 

"They aren't awake yet?" 

"Well~ that is because the young master couldn't sleep on time without Master and Master Xueya 

sleeping beside him while... Master Xueya had watched over you for a week while you were healing. He 

had only returned to the mansion to sleep for the first time last night." replied the old butler. 

"A week? I've been out that long? Moreover Xue'er had been sleeping outside during that time!?" 

"Yes, Master. If not for the Young Master and the boy named Zhi Yue bringing his meals we wouldn't 

know your situation." 

The general's expression was full of worry hearing about this news. He never expected to be out for one 

whole week. 

"Uncle Wu please prepare meals for two adults and a baby. I will bring it over." 

"Okay. Please wait for a while." replied the old butler who once again returned to the kitchen and 

prepared food for the family. 

Cao Junye waits in the living room while the old butler makes the necessary preparations for breakfast 

on bed. The soldiers who all woke up saluted at their general before running out of the mansion to do 

their daily morning training. 

In a while Wang Lei, Lou Lan and Zhi Yue went down from their rooms. They only need to exchange 

glances with Cao Junye to understand that the latter wanted to speak with them. 



"My Lord you're finally awake." said Wang Lei. 

Zhi Yue greets him properly, "Greetings My Lord." 

Lou Lan remained silent but bowed his head as well in greetings. Afterwards he avoided meeting Cao 

Junye's eyes due to fear of his real identity. 

"Sit down." 

The three sat down at the opposite couch where Cao Junye sits. 

"I will make it simple. In this world there would be. Three illegal world hoppers playing the role as the 

original residents of this star. Their target is my Wife. If your eyes open for anything suspicious." 

"Yes sir!" responded Wang Lei and Zhi Yue. 

"13, give the two the full copy of this world's data. That way it would be easier for them to point out 

those characters once they've started acting weird. Send it to me as well." 

Zhi Yue replied, "I will compile a copy for everyone." 

"Go. You may now eat." 

Uncle Wu returned pushing a food cart in front of him. On the cart are countless dishes like porridge, 

French toast, egg and sausages, steamed dumplings as well as milk and coffee. 

"Master. The meals are prepared, let me help you bring it over to the room." said the old butler with a 

kind smile on his face as always. 

Seeing that he couldn't stop this responsible and loyal butler from coming with him. He could only 

comply but only until the door of the master's bedroom. 

--- 

3rd floor. Master's Bedroom. 

Just outside the room, Cao Junye and Uncle Wu, who is pushing the food cart, stopped by the door. 

"Up to here is enough. Thanks Uncle Wu. You can continue the rest of your duties." 

"Then please call me if you need anything, master." 

Once the old butler had left. Cao Junye looked at his clothes. He straightened all the creases and 

checked whether he was presentable. He first knocks at the door lightly to check whether his wife and 

son are awake. After the knock no one replies. 

Knock. knock. Knock. 

Cao Junye spoke from outside the room, "Wife?" 

Hearing no one's reply Cao Junye carefully opened the door just to lessen the sound of it opening. 

Seeing the sleeping figures on the bed, Cao Junye pushed in the cart inside before slowly closing the 

door after him. 



He walked towards the bed and looked at the two who were sleeping on it. The big one is wearing dark 

grey pajamas, contrast to his fair skin which makes it seem flawless and delicate. The silk made clothes 

trails at Xueya body curves. His small waist and plump butt were distinctly tempting to touch. 

Even if there are strangers in the mansion, Ximen Xueya seems to be a bit unguarded. This is because he 

trusts that Cao Junye wouldn't allow someone else aside from himself to approach his wife and son. 

Xueya sleeps deeply yet defenseless. 

Sleeping curled up beside Xueya is a little bun wearing a white cat onesie. His small hands were lightly 

grabbing Xueya's clothes as the adult hugged him in sleep. Chino looks adorable like a little kitten curling 

up to his owner for attention and warmth. Such a cute and peaceful scene, it just made Cao Junye 

smiles. He gave these two a kiss. The young one on his cheeks while the big one on his lips. 

The big baby woke up and instinctively returned the kiss he made. After a short affectionate kiss, Xueya 

woke up with a yawn. 

Cao Junye spoke, "Good morning, baby~" 

"Morning my love." replied Xueya. 

"Uncle Wu prepared our breakfast. Let's eat together." said Cao Junye as he stole a kiss on his sleepy 

wife's cheeks. 

"Don't wake up Xiao Jing. He slept late last night. I want to wash my face first." said Xueya as he stood 

up and headed to the bathroom to wash his face and brush his teeth. 

After eating breakfast the family of three had finally gone down to meet the rest of the group. Everyone 

was waiting in the living room for the general and his family to come down. Everyone's eyes were on 

them as they walked down the stairs. Cao Junye carries the young master on his arm while holding his 

wife's hand on the other. There's still a bit of avoidance coming from Ximen Xueya but at most they 

could see that the latter is willing to forgive their general which made all of the sight in relief. 

Cao Junye said, "Everyone enjoyed their vacation enough right? We will resume our journey to Z district 

after lunch." 

A soldier asked while sneaking a peak at their general's wife, "Question. Are we going by car or... 

teleport there directly?" 

Ximen Xueya snorted at this question. "If I directly teleport you there, would you even know your way 

home the next time you went out for a mission." 

"N-No..." 

At this event the other soldiers pulled in their stupid comrade for asking such a moronic question. As 

soldiers, they were tasked to follow orders without question. Everyone from the unit understands this. 

The soldier just now received a stern glance from the general and understood that he did wrong just 

now. 

The soldier saluted and spoke, "Please give me punishment, general!" 

"Triple your training tonight!" 



"Yes, General!" 

"Make your preparations. We would be leaving in 20 minutes." 

"Yes, Sir!" 

--- 

Meanwhile in some desolated and abandoned city. 

A man and woman with pale skin that even the black veins were visible were standing at the center of a 

huge crowd of zombies. These zombies were like puppets standing before them lowering their heads. 

They are clearly under someone's control. 

The couple at the center had white skin only found on corpses. Their nails were a bit long and pointed 

with its color tainted with black blood. The eyes of this couple are dull and lifeless, their irises were 

white without pigments. Clearly the man and woman were moving corpses, undead like the zombies. 

But unlike normal zombies they seem to possess intelligence not found in the undead. They weren't that 

different from living humans except that their bodies are dead and their thirst for blood and flesh were 

strong. 

There's a floating light ball hovering around the two. This thing is invisible to others except for world 

hoppers. The couple is an outsider yet different from the MC and ML. They are destroyers. 

The woman spoke, "Gege~ is the mission target in this world?" 

"According to the system. Yes, he is here." replied nonchalantly by the man. 

The woman is called Hei Suya while the man is named Ye Yan. They were illegal world hoppers yet based 

on their reaction they weren't ordinary destroyers as they most likely had connection to some 

organization. They have specified a mission target to eliminate. It is an usual as destroyers normally 

work solo. 

"I don't mind entering worlds to find our hit target but... what's with this vessel!? I don't like being a 

corpse!" complains Hei Suya as she glared at the hovering system. 

[Replying to the second host. There aren't suitable vessels to steal with the heavenly laws of this A rank 

world interfering. System's level is too low to fight against the heavenly laws of an upper class world. 

The vessels of the Zombie King and Zombie Queen were the most suitable for the hosts task of battling 

and killing the tasked target. With this body you could confront them without giving the heavenly laws 

of this world a reason for rejecting the hosts.] 

"Which means the target's vessel is a human in this world. Bee, report about the vessel's character 

information." said Ye Yan. 

[Affirmative. Target's name, Ximen Xueya. A mob character that is supposed to die during the initial 

progression of the Apocalypse but according to the recent world data this system had been stolen. The 

original soul of Ximen Xueya had already entered reincarnation and his vessel is now occupied with an 

outsider affiliated with both the God System and Nether System. The organization tasked for this 

target's execution.] 



Hei Suya asked as she narrowly squinted her eyes, "A world hopper registered in both systems? He must 

be quite a character to be one. Did you get his real name?" 

[Negative. The identity of the target cannot be collected. His name is erased from both systems.] 

"Real name is unidentified but the organization wants this person dead?" murmured Ye Yan, there's an 

obvious frown on his ashen yet handsome face. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝒎 

Hei Suya snorted, "Who cares what his name is? We only need to kill him anyway~" she said with a 

proud smile on her pretty face. 

"It is weird enough that the old coggers in the organization are acting on their own. Now that even the 

target's identity is unknown, then things aren't simple as it is." said Ye Yan. 

[Host. The level of your current vessel is too low to confront the target. Level 6 is too weak. Please level 

up as soon as possible.] 

Hei Suya and Ye Yan were a bit startled hearing this report from their system. This system is called Bee. 

It is a stolen system from a deceased world hopper Ye Yan had killed before. This is his system. 

Ye Yan asked, "Bee, what is the target's current level?" 

[Checking... Checking complete. Report: The target, Ximen Xueya's current level is Ice Element -

?unknown. Space - unpredictable. Mental Type ability 'Kotodama': Max. The heavenly laws had 

considered the target's identity as Godly.] 

Hei Suya responded with a curse, "Fuck! What's with these results? Unknown? Unpredictable? Max!? 

Are you sure this person isn't the God of this world." 

[Affirmative. According to the world data of this world. This person's existence is fathomless. No one 

knew the real extent of his existence.] 

Ye Yan reacted differently than the cursing lady, "Forget about this now. We need to level up our vessels 

first or... nothing could be done. We'll start attacking human bases starting tomorrow." 

"I understand, gege~" replied Hei Suya. 

Chapter 167: 6.28 Third Green Star - Liu Yan 

After the preparation for a long journey was made. Ximen Xueya had brought out the whole unit from 

his dimensional space. When they got out of the separated dimension, everyone had returned to the 

location where the former Ximen Mansion is located. They are still in S District. 

The scenery of the place is different from before. The Mansion is now ruined like the other buildings. 

Clearly things had been stolen inside. The windows and doors were forcefully opened. Basic utensils like 

plates, cups, spoon and forks were taken. The whole mansion had the feeling of being raided more than 

once. Before this house was protected by the huge snake because of it's fear towards Ximen Xueya. 

The mutated snake was something Xueya had spared before the last time he had dropped by this 

mansion. It let the snake remember his scent and prevent others who had the same scent as him from 

being harmed by the snake. The mansion must not be touched or demolished by the snake as well. 



This is the reason why the mutated snake didn't dare to attack the mansion directly to get his prey. It 

was afraid that by causing destruction on the mansion would incur Ximen Xueya's anger. Now that the 

snake is dead the protection of the mansion is gone. 

Lou Lan spoke, "The mansion had been looted." 

"It's fine. Everything useful in the mansion had been moved by me. They only took scraps." replied 

Xueya. 

The group had gone out of the dimensional space after lunch which means in the middle of day where 

the sun is totally risen giving out heat that could almost burn someone's skin directly. Ordinary humans 

who hadn't fully awakened as an ability user would suffer skin burns. Not just an ordinary sunburn but 

skin scalding under the intense sunlight. It only affects the skin but not inanimate things. 

Xueya brought out an umbrella from his space. He pulled up two caps. One for his little bun and one for 

his husband. It's a straw hat that covers their whole face and neck. 

"Wear it properly. It's hot." said Xueya. 

This man is seriously ignoring the rest of them except for his two family members. Cao Junye smirked 

proudly while baby Chino, who noticed everyone looking at them with envious eyes, understood their 

feelings. 

"Daddy~ are there more hats and umbrellas? Let give some to Grandpa Wu, Uncle Lou, Uncle Wang, 

Uncle Yue and the rest of the uncles as well~" 

Xueya looked around him and every soldier avoided his calm yet icy gaze. 

Cao Junye stepped up and scolded them, "You guys are soldiers. What's wrong with suffering this little 

heat!?" His words were strong but the soldiers looked at the straw hat on the top of his head like it was 

some treasure. 

Uncle Wu spoke out everyone's thoughts, "Master your words look unreasonable especially with such a 

good quality straw hat on your head." the soldiers behind him were nodding their heads in agreement. 

The unreasonable general scolds out, "This is something my wife prepares for me. It's normal to wear 

it." 

'Tsk! Unfair bastard!' Everyone's thoughts. 

Xueya waves his hands once and a pile of hats and umbrellas appear in thin air. 

"Uncle Wu. Leave the rest for you to handle." said Cao Junye. 

The old butler responded, "Please leave the distribution to this old man." 

After a minute everyone else had received their own hats and umbrellas. Then they've started taking a 

walk within the S District. The soldiers had protected their courageous young master riding on the back 

of Oreo, moving forward excitedly while throwing a few Ice spells all over. They've left the zombie killing 

routine to their young master to play with. 



All of the sudden Chino and Oreo return to his parents side with a dirty human in between Oreo's teeth. 

The beggar-like human had a familiar kitten with him yet this supposed to be white as snow cat looked 

like a rug ball at this moment. 

"Daddy~ father~ this human had something like Uncle Yue~" 

Cao Junye frowns. Wang Lei stood forward to protect his lord and Ximen Xueya as well as his young 

master behind him. Xueya on the other hand had reacted differently yet his expression is the same as 

his husband. 

Xueya frowning, "Oreo spit it out! What kind of thing are you eating? It looks so dirty! Chi-chan don't 

forget to wash the mouth of your dog. Or else I won't let it in the house." 

Chino panicked when he heard his daddy say that. He pats Oreo's head with urgency and says, "Oreo. 

Spit it out. Dirty~ dirty~ I'm going to brush your teeth!" 

SPIT! Oreo spit the human he is carrying by his mouth then his little master had brought him in the 

corner of the road forcing him to brush his teeth under the old butler's guidance. 

Meanwhile the rest had stared at the unconscious figure. 

Cao Junye orders, "Water user. Drench him with cold water!" 

One of the soldiers walked forward and drenched the beggar looking man and his rug ball cat with cold 

water. Afterwards Cao Junye dispersed his unit to look around for resources in the area. As they were in 

the marketplace there should be lots of resources scattered around. 

Uncle Wu accompanied his young master to his daily adventure together with Zhi Yue and Lou Lan. Only 

Cao Junye, Wang Lei and Ximen Xueya remain on the open road together with the beggar and his cat. 

Though his real reason is different from what it seems. Cao Junye and the rest recognized that the kitten 

on this human is indeed a system. A registered one under God System. Legal World hoppers had 

barcode imprints somewhere on their system. This barcode records its host's information. 

Stolen system's have their barcodes erased by the thief and all traces of the former host will be gone 

when the barcode disappears. This could only be done if the host is killed. 

Cao Junye gestured to his lieutenant to wake the duo up. Wang Lei followed the order and shook the 

two awake. 

The first one to wake up is the cat. 

[Urgh~ where?] 

The sound of the system resonates in their minds. In their avatar form their words could only be heard 

as thoughts. The rug ball kitten woke up seeing three pairs of eyes on him and froze in shock. Just by 

their stares alone. The system knew that these three humans could definitely see him. In short they are 

world hoppers. The cold yet aloof gaze from one of them felt extremely familiar as well. 

It didn't take a while for his host, the beggar, to wake up complaining. 



"Xiaobai~ you said I would be safe inside the manhole. I've used more points in buying food and water 

because we hid there for 2 months!~" 

The beggar man seems to haven't noticed the presence of three people and continues to talk to his own 

system. He even grabbed the kitten and shook him. 

"Baize! Are you listening!?" 

"This... Are you that world hopper from the 4th world? Professor Sen?" asked Wang Lei. 

"Professor Sen? It made me remember something like a nightmare. I'm not some professor I am..." 

"Liu Yan." 

"Right, I am Liu Yan. Eh? That seems to be my real name. My vessel's name is supposed to be Xu Lin." 

Upon realizing that someone had called him by his real name Liu Yan. An Avatar named Xu Lin, had his 

face suddenly turn pale. No one is supposed to know his real name except for few. Ignoring his stupid 

host as always, Baize in his cat form lowered his head in greetings. 

[Greetings to the Venerable Lord and Lord God of Nether System.] 

It seems that System Baize had recognized Xueya when his host name was mentioned. Aside from him 

the most recent person whom they've met is this Venerable Lord and according to his data. That last 

world where they've met is destroyed by that person. 13th ranked Executioner, Zhi Yue had informed 

them of the death of the star prior to its destruction. He just analyzed it. 

The 13th ranked Executioner is a worker from the Nether System. He told them that the star will be 

destroyed by his lord due to some personal circumstances. The lord of Executioner 13 could only mean 

that man. The Lord God of the Nether System and an infamous figure of the God System. 

"L-L-Lord G-God of Nether System!!!?" exclaimed Liu Yan while pointing at Cao Junye. 

Such a rude gesture made Wang Lei frown while System Baize panicked. He instantly bit his host's hands 

which made the former cringed in pain. 

Ow. OWIE~~ 

[I told you you're too rude, Yan'er!!!] 

Tear eyed Liu Yan responded, "Wuwuwu~ Sorry~~!!" 

"You are that world hopper." said the General. 

Cao Junye finally remembered who this system and host duo are. They are that pair from that world 

where he caused his wife's death. Recalling this mistake of his, Junye's face couldn't help but turned 

dark. 

After calming down for a while Liu Yan finally remembered that his system called one of them as 

Venerable Lord which means it was that generous person who gave him that divine ranked golden ticket 

which helped him double up his cultivation. 



"Venerable Lord~ it's you. I thought something bad happened to you when that world was suddenly 

destroyed~" said Liu Yan who is trying to reach out his dirty hands to grab his pants. 

But Liu Yan failed to touch the corner of Xueya's clothes as Junye suddenly carried his wife by his waist, 

seriously avoiding another man's touch. 

Cao Junye warned coldly, "Don't touch my wife. Do you want to die?" 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝒎 

The overwhelming pressure that had fallen on Liu Yan and his System Baize is too much that they could 

only prostrate before Cao Junye. It's like gravity itself is pulling them down countless times. 

'I can't breathe.' 

'The pressure is too heavy.' 

Thoughts of Liu Yan and Baize. 

Ximen Xueya had to give Cao Junye a sudden kiss on the cheeks to calm him down. The latter moved his 

eyes on his wife with a bewildering expression. 

Xueya spoke, "That's enough. They're acquaintances." 

The pressure Cao Junye puts on the two instantly disappears after being coaxed by his wife. He kissed 

his wife on the lips before letting him down after being shortly satisfied. 

Liu Yan and his System, Baize could once again finally breathe and witnessed these two Venerates 

flirting without care for the audience. 

Xueya's eyes move on them and suddenly they are absorbed in a water ball that allows them to even 

breathe within it. 

"Too dirty. So disgusting." said Xueya. 

He controlled the water elements to swirl as if being placed within the washing machine. The water 

turned bubbly with the shampoo and conditioner Xueya added to the water ball. 

After experiencing what it's like to be put inside a washing machine the two slowly fall on a rug under 

them when the Water dome bursts. This is something Xueya had placed as well. 

Xueya looked at Wang Lei, "Dry them up." 

"Yes, sir." replied Wang Lei who used his wind ability to instantly dry the two up. 

When the two looked completely dried, Xueya threw some spare clothes and shoes for Liu Yan to wear. 

"Talk later. Change clothes. I hate dirty things." said Xueya as he made a wall of ice surrounding Liu Yan 

which gave him enough privacy to change his clothes. 

After the latter had changed his clothes he called for Xueya to remove the surrounding walls. Only when 

he looks presentable that Xueya is willing to listen to them. After looting the whole market place, Xueya 

brought out a few hummers of the unit to ride on. 



Inside the car at the center of the motorcade, Cao Junye, Ximen Xueya, Ximen Chino, Wang Lei, Lou Lan, 

Zhi Yue and Liu Yan were seated inside. Wang Lei was the one driving. Lou Lan and Zhi Yue were 

entertaining the pouting little bun who had his adventure halted because of Liu Yan. 

System Baize and Liu Yan were staring at the corner with wide eyes, each with different targets where 

their eyes landed. The former was looking at Zhi Yue who is in his human form while the latter is looking 

at the milk baby who is glaring at him with tears in the corner of his eyes. 

System Baize, [Sir System Yue? Human form?!] 

Liu Yan, "Why is this little bun glaring at me? What did I do again?" 

Chapter 168: 6.29 Third Green Star - Blocked 

Inside the car the atmosphere is so tense for varying reasons. 

First, the little bun is angry at Liu Yan and Baize for cutting off his fun. He really wanted to jump at them 

beside him. Oreo is growling as well while in his puppy form within his little master's embrace. Oreo non 

mutated from his size only like a normal sized adult shih tzu. 

Second, System Baize looks at Zhi Yue who is in his human form despite being a system like his. The 

former wanted to grab him and ask how he could do such a thing. Sadly the situation isn't good as they 

were all inside the car. 

Third, Cao Junye noticed that the sky above them is slightly turning red. Adding up the sound of 

converging thunders and lightning the sunny sky before had turned gloomy at this moment. It looks like 

it will start raining and it won't be just a simple rain. 

The toddler Chino struggles from his Uncle Yue's embrace and slowly walks over to his daddy's side with 

everyone's support. 

After falling on his daddy's chest, little bun Chino hugs his daddy's neck acting spoiled. 

Baby Chino spoke, "Daddy~ why are we riding the car? Can't we just ride on Oreo and Oreo's parents 

back on our way home~ Chi-chan still wants to kill zombies~~" 

The little one's complaints enter the adults ears and they all laugh except for Xueya yet there is still a 

smile in the corner of his lips. 

Chuckles~ 

Hearing his father and uncles laugh, Chino pouted even more and hid his face on his daddy's shoulders. 

"Daddy~ they are laughing at Chi-chan~" 

Chino, who knew that his daddy is the strongest, immediately complained that everyone was laughing at 

them. 

Xueya moves his eyes around the car and everyone avoids his eyes and stops laughing. Of course! Except 

for his husband, Cao Junye, who even teases their son further to tears. 



Cao Junye with a mischievous smile on his face while poking his son's inflated cheeks. Poke. Poke. 

"Complaining to your daddy every time you got bullied how can you grow up strong this way~" 

Teary eyed Chino, "Buhh~ father is bad. Meanie~ daddy~ father is a bully. Chino doesn't like him 

anymore. Ying~" complained the 3 year old toddler. 

Seeing his baby bullied to tears by his father, daddy Xueya glanced at his husband with a warning as he 

pinched him on his sides. The latter groaned together with the pain. 

Groans~ 

"Don't you dare bully my son!" said Xueya. 

Meanwhile Cao Junye and other's saw Chino grinning showing his full white baby teeth at them after 

seeing his father get scolded by his daddy. It seems his crying just now was just an act for his father to 

be bullied back by his daddy as well. They even saw the baby sticking out his tongue towards his father 

secretly. 

Reactions of the audience watching this family's daily skit. 

Zhi Yue: "Sigh~ the young master is starting to act like the host as more time goes by." 

Lou Lan: "A little devil in the making." 

Wang Lei: "In the future the Lord God would be teased not only by his wife but also by his son." 

Liu Yan: "Isn't this 3 year old too smart? Or I'm just stupid?" 

Baize: "He is smart and you are stupid. Such difference~." 

Liu Yan: "You!?" 

On the other hand Cao Junye who is used to this had taken his naughty son from his wife and tickled the 

bad bun until his laughter resounded in the whole car. 

Once the temperature once again dropped below 20 from its original 40 degrees temperature. Followed 

by an approaching thunder and lightning, the weather during the apocalypse is really unpredictable. 

The temperature used to be so hot that plants and trees started to withered but suddenly the sky was 

covered with thick dark clouds together with thunder and lightning hinting for a rainstorm. 

The winds had picked up and the breeze was strong enough to cause little children like Chino to be 

blown without an adult holding on to him. Because of the loud thunder and lightning coming closer Cao 

Junye and Ximen Xueya decided to stop their journey at least until the rain had passed. 

They've occupied an abandoned villa within W District. This time under Ximen Xueya's orders they didn't 

choose a desolated building to rest but a crowded area in the district. Upon entering the center of W 

District they were welcomed by countless zombies from all sides. But before they could even prepare 

themselves for endless life or death battles Ximen Xueya snapped his finger once and instantly covered 

the whole district with ice and snow. 



Except for ruined buildings, broken down cars, few destroyed light posts and some fragmented roads, 

everything is now covered in ice and snow as if the whole district had turned into an ice world. The 

coverage of the ice spell is too big that everyone else was left in disbelief. 

Except for Ximen Chino, Zhi Yue and Cao Junye, most of them were rendered speechless. The general 

ordered Wang Lei to stop at a nearby grand hotel in the district. With a wave of his hand, all cars 

disappeared in thin air. 

"Are we staying here, Xue'er?" asked Cao Junye who was carrying their son and holding his wife's hand 

on the other. 

Xueya answered, "Yes. We'll leave after the Blood Rain. We are going to wait at this hotel until the rain 

stops. After the blood rain the zombies would upgrade. By them there would be crystals inside their 

heads. Those would be useful for upgrading your abilities. Zhi Yue would explain the details after dinner. 

For now go to the hotel and I will block the doors with ice. Until Morning no one is to leave the hotel. 

There must be zombies inside the hotel as well. Check it though and destroy it. I've frozen the whole 

central area of this district. Whether it is inside or outside everything should be covered in Ice. After you 

cleaned up the hotel I would unfroze it." 

Cao Junye ordered, "Uncle Wu, Wang Lei, split into two groups. Clean up the zombies inside the hotel. 

Leave not a single one. Zhi Yue, you go with them and help point out the exact location of the zombies 

inside the building." 

Zhi Yue had introduced himself not only as Ximen Xueya's distant relative but also an awakened mental 

type ability user. This would allow him to use his system capabilities to check on the map by pretending 

to be an awakened ability user. 

"Yes general!" 

After a while almost all of the soldiers had entered the hotel to do their tasks. The only ones left outside 

the building are the family of three plus Liu Yan, his white kitten Baize and Lou Lan. The last one was 

dragged by his little nephew to play around with snow together with the puppy version of Oreo. 

On the other hand Xueya had brought out a set of tables and chairs, including a tea brewer which was 

turned on using her husband's thunder ability. They had nice tea and cakes while waiting for the rest to 

clean up. Cao Junye and Ximen Xueya did all this like it's normal for them to be this luxurious. Liu Yan, 

who was holding a cup of tea, was sneaking a peek at this couple who had abilities to destroy the world. 

Xueya ignored his eyes as usual but spoke, "Ask your questions. I won't be answering anything after 

this." 

[Venerable Lord, are you the one who allowed Sir System Yue to materialize as human? Could... could 

you please allow me as well? Just in this world.] 

"That?! Is it possible?" asked Liu Yan in surprise. 

[It should be possible.] 

Xueya slightly opened his mouth to eat the cake his husband was feeding him. 



"Possible... but why should I help you so?" 

"This is also true~" murmured Liu Yan sadly as he lowered his head, a bit upset. 

Liu Yan upon hearing this immediately gave up as he had nothing that he could use as a bargain to help 

Baize. But his system thought so otherwise, Baize thought that this is an opportunity that will allow him 

to enter the world with his host as a human. 

[I have nothing I could use much in exchange but... I am willing to act as your spy, to look for intelligence 

about the current events that happen in the God System and Nether System. I will try my best to get you 

the latest and truest news about whatever you wanted to know. This... I can promise.] 

System Baize is a smart person. He instantly knew what kind of opportunity he was given at the 

moment. Just based on the fact that someone like the Venerable Lord who is supposed to be on 

vacation, to be here world hopping without the God System knowing. 

They must be in that kind of situation where others must not know what they are doing or why they are 

here. It might be a private situation and System Baize had no interest in getting himself involved deeply 

as it might affect not only his life but also his host. 

Xueya showed an amused smile when he heard what System Baize had said, then staring at the 

bewildered host of Baize, Liu Yan, looking all confused made him laugh. 

"Not bad. You are quite useful. But before that I need to tell you the bad news. In this A ranked World, 

three destroyers had entered. Just based on their target they might be high ranked ones from that 

organization." said Xueya with an unconcerned expression on his exquisite face. 

System Baize and Liu Yan obviously didn't expect this news. It's already rare for a destroyer to enter high 

ranked worlds. They usually only go in for lower worlds where heavenly laws were weak and could be 

easily destroyed or ignored. But the last world where they've first met and this world were both A 

ranked worlds. The former is supposed to be only a D ranked world but it became an A rated one when 

a destroyer illegally set foot in it. 

The current world they were in is an A ranked World. Now that there are three certified destroyers 

illegally entering this star meant that the rating of this world would increase. It would most likely reach S 

class when those destroyers unleashed their full capabilities in this world. 

By that time the problem would no longer be zombies instead but those illegal world hoppers who 

occupied a vessel in this world. 

Liu Yan reacted badly with this news. "Three!!? Why so many!? Xiao Bai lets give up on this world. It's 

too dangerous. I am only a God level Cultivator. If there is one we could still escape but there are 

three!!?" 

Both the host and his system started to panic upon hearing this fact. System Baize tried contacting the 

God System but as if their connection to the outside world is cut off, he wasn't able to connect with the 

God System Main core. 

[I cannot get connection with the Main System. The heavenly laws of this world had blocked all signals 

coming from this world. All connections from the outside cannot be reached.] 



Liu Yan and System Baize's expressions turned dull at this event. This is a dire situation where they might 

lose their lives. It is better if they would only be killed but that only works for Liu Yan. System Baize 

would most likely be brainwashed as Liu Yan died and he would have to work for the killer as nothing 

but a machine. This is the worst thing that could happen. 

While the two had fallen into silence, Xueya and Junye ignored all changes their faces had undergone 

through. This life and death situation is something they are used to, as they were high class Gods which 

could be said to have rich experience with war and killing. It's completely normal for them. 

Cao Junye who was staying silent the whole time had finally spoke. 

"You cannot do anything about it. The destroyers would be cleaned up by us. Just do your part well and 

prevent your deaths. You weren't even in their radar." 

[Then... Is their target...] 

Xueya smiled like an angel, almost causing the duo to be dumbfounded for a long time. 

Those who knew too well of his nature understood what he is definitely feeling right now. Seeing such a 

beautiful smile on his wife's face, Cao Junye let out a powerless sigh. He had been holding back his wife's 

nature since the beginning. Since Xueya had promised before, the former had never done anything that 

caused destruction ever since that day. 

At the third world they had experienced, Meng Anya had promised Mo Yijun that he wouldn't destroy 

anything as long as his husband was around. This is the reason why in the last few world's most actions 

Xueya had made were never destructive. Except for causing deaths of few people and causing the world 

plots to divert from its original path, his wife had never caused anything to be ruined. If there is 

someone causing disasters, it would be him. 

[A/n: At least our ML knew that he is the one who caused one of the worlds to be ruined when he lost 

himself to anger once. This is about the fourth world which Ye Xiajie destroyed after Hei Anjing's vessel 

died.] 

Gave his husband a deterrent gaze, "What? You have something to say?" asked Xueya. 

Cao Junye, seeing his wife's mood fluctuating again, could only coax and hug Xueya to his arms. 

𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝑚 

"Nothing... Just... don't overdo it. I will help you kill them, okay?" said Cao Junye with a gentle tone and 

a smile. 

Xueya reluctantly agreed, "...Fine... Two for me. One for you. No bargaining!" 

"Okay!" said Cao Junye as he kissed those pouting lips of his wife. 

They've kissed so passionately that they even ignored the two bright light bulbs which are now glowing 

red from embarrassment. Liu Yan and Baize looked at each other and the blushes on their faces turned 

even bright scarlet as they avoided each other's eyes. Unlike the two in front of them, the relationship 

between the two of them is only a vague ambiguity. 

Chapter 169: 6.30 Third Green Star - Blood Rain 



Before the sun had completely set. The clean up group had destroyed all the frozen statues of the 

zombies inside the hotel. Thanks to Zhi Yue's detecting abilities they had finished their task earlier only 

to see their General and his wife kissing. 

The man called Xu Lin with his cat on his lap averted their gaze from the shameless couple showing their 

love to the world. The little bun Chino on the other hand had his eyes covered by his Uncle Lou Lan 

when the latter had noticed the situation of that group gathering by the small table. 

Lou Lan ordered his lover Wang Lei, "Go... Stop that shameless couple before things between them get 

even hotter. They are outside for God's sake!" 

"Hehe~ This... couldn't be helped. They've just made up after all." replied Wang Lei. 

The understanding old butler had looked at Zhi Yue standing beside him. 

"It seems that the young master must sleep with you tonight, A'Zhi. Hoho~" said Uncle Wu with a grin 

on his old face. 

Zhi Yue, on the other hand, had his eyes sparkling when he saw his host and Lord God exchanging 

intimate gestures without a care for the world. It seems his collection will have a new one after tonight. 

"I agree. I definitely agree. Please leave Xiao Chi with me!" replied Zhi Yue. 

When the couple noticed everyone's return, Xueya lightly pushed his clingy husband away and went 

inside the hotel to unfreeze the whole building. Of course, he left not even a drop of water in the 

building. At the same time, he had made sure his ice had disinfected the whole hotel before he walked 

inside. 

"Ah~ wife. Wait for me~" said Cao Junye as he followed Xueya after him. H 

He also didn't forget to glare at the group who made him cut off that kiss with his wife. It's been a long 

time since he was able to exchange intimacy with his wife. Chino had been getting away lately and he 

had just recently woken up. He missed his wife the most. 

Before he gets inside the hotel, Cao Junye stops in front of Zhi Yue. 

"Look after the brat tonight." he said. 

Zhi Yue nodded his head like a pecking chicken but his eyes were glowing with excitement and 

expectation. "Yes, Sir!" 

It didn't take a while for the rest of them to enter the hotel. As soon as they get inside the Ice as if alive, 

move to block the whole ground floor doors and even windows preventing anything from coming inside 

and going outside. After splitting into groups, pairs or solo, they had all chosen their rooms. 

Afterwards Uncle Wu and a few soldiers look for the kitchen to start preparing dinner. Those who had 

no things to do had taken a nap in their rooms, or played some cards. Chino had run around the building 

riding on Oreo's back. Zhi Yue is tailing him the whole time playing tag with his nephew. 

Evening. Just before dinner is served. 

A sudden loud thunderclap was heard. 



BOOOM!! CLAAP!!! RUMBLES!!! 

Few soldiers noticed that the thunder's falling had gotten bigger and louder each time it fell. With the 

generators working and some solar panels still attached at the light post outside, everyone could see the 

scenery outside the building. The whole central area is still covered in ice but it started melting freeing 

the zombies imprisoned within it. 

Fortunately, the ice wasn't completely melted, only the ice restraining the zombies had melted. A heavy 

red rain had started falling mixed with the sound of thunder and lightning. It made the whole 

atmosphere eerie and scary. Some lightning even hurled towards their building thankfully Ximen Xueya 

had spread his ice surrounding the whole hotel protecting it from rain and thunder. Only the building 

was isolated from the calamity outside. 

BOOM!!! 

The peals of thunder become concurrent and the wind picks up blowing like a hurricane. 

Before their group dispersed, Wang Lei had warned them to listen to Zhi Yue's warnings. The youth had 

informed them never to open the window when it started raining and that they must avoid the crimson 

rain which seems to be made of blood. He said that no one knew where they learned that the blood rain 

is filled with concentrated viruses that cause zombification and they were told that this rain would help 

those disgusting zombies to evolve and get stronger. 

After being caught by the rain, those zombies would have a huge leap of changes when it comes to 

strength and speed. When the blood rain ends, modern weapons like guns would be useless when 

confronting zombies. Only destructive weapons like RPG, grenade and explosive would be useful against 

these upgraded zombies. Ordinary humans who hadn't awakened their abilities yet would be in danger 

when that comes. It would be harder for them to deal with these upgraded zombies unless they've 

awakened their abilities. 

This is the reason why the soldiers watched this crimson rain with ugly faces. They knew it would be hell 

once the rain had stopped. The only good news they've received is that these upgraded zombies would 

have something called crystals inside their heads. These crystals would be able to help them upgrade 

their abilities or awaken those ordinary humans turning them into an ability user. Right now except for 

Ximen Xueya and Cao Junye who have strong abilities, only Wang Lei is level 2 after his awakening. 

Most of them had only awakened as level 1 ability users. Their General who woke up late among them 

had awakened as a level 3 ability user. As for Ximen Xueya, his abilities are so Godly that they were 

afraid of hearing the answer of the question: 'What level is he?'. Even their cute and cuddly young 

master Chino is level 2 which is a mutation caused by his mixed bloodline. 

The blood rain continued to pour for the whole night. The people residing in the hotel had no problems 

with food and resources. Not only did they loot the few districts before this, with Ximen Xueya with 

them, fresh fruits and vegetables were available for them to enjoy. 

They only need to ask permission and Xueya would bring them inside his space. After picking a few 

baskets of fruits and vegetables, they've even brought out a few chickens, fishes and beef from the 

dimensional space. Once everything was cooked in accordance with Uncle Wu's commands, a huge 

grand feast was laid on a long table and the soldiers had moved to the dining area. 



Unlike the impending calamity outside the hotel, this group had enjoyed the dinner to the fullest. After 

all, they would need to work harder tomorrow as soon as the rain had stopped pouring. Only when the 

sun had completely risen that the rain had finally eased. 

After dinner, the couple spent time with their son until the little baby got tired of playing and fell into a 

deep sleep. After bathing the little bun, the couple had let Zhi Yue look after the baby in the other room. 

Thereafter, Cao Junye had carried his wife away and locked themselves in their room. Everyone looked 

at their backs with a knowing gaze. Even the old butler was smiling the whole time after watching the 

interaction between his master and his wife. 

--- 

Inside the hotel room, Xueya, who was carried like a bag of sacks on Junye's shoulder, didn't even 

struggle as he was gently laid on the bed. Falling on the soft bed behind him, Xueya looked at the man 

hovering above him. He cornered him on the bed, leaving no place for him to escape. But the man above 

him isn't even making his move at all. Cao Junye just stared at him as if he wanted to ask something or 

say something but was reluctant to do so. 

Xueya noticed his husband's weirdness, "What's wrong?" he asked while reaching his hands to touch his 

husband's hair and pat it gently. 

Cao Junye fell on him with his head landing on the top of his chest listening to his heartbeats. 

"Just ask if you want to ask and speak if you want to speak. I am willing to listen to anything you want to 

say." said Xueya. 

Cap Junye asked while listening to his wife's heartbeats. He wanted to check if there would be changes 

in it when he asked him questions and check his reactions to every question. 

"Who is Hei Jue to you?"  

"My elder cousin from my father 's side. A blood related one. Don't thing anything stupid. Jue-ge is a 

married man." [Normal heartbeat] 

"Why does he want to kill me?" 

"Well~ he just hates you because... I chose you. Because he knows my bloodline traits. It would be 

impossible for us to love another one after choosing one. Aside from my uncle, Jue-ge had looked after 

me the most. He treats me like a baby brother which is why he hated you because he thinks you stole 

his carefully cultivated cabbage. Don't you know your nickname? He calls you a pig. Hahaha~" [Slightly 

excited heartbeat from laughing] 

"That jerk~~" 

"You know that even if you listen to my heartbeat it wouldn't change much unless... you are involved." 

The words Xueya had spoken startled Junye as he immediately raised his head to look at his wife. He 

could see Xueya giving him a helpless smile yet there are hints of pampering and tenderness within his 

eyes. 

Xueya hold Junye's face preventing the latter from moving away his gaze on him. 



"My love, what is really bothering you?" 

Junye didn't reply right away. He wanted to avoid his wife's gaze but he couldn't even move his head 

much less his neck or body as Xueya's legs locked over his body by wrapping his slender legs on his waist 

like an octopus. 

"He said that... I will regret it... Once all of my souls have merged, I would regret it. Hei Jue said." 

Xueya frowned for a moment when he heard that but based on his current expression, he couldn't 

understand the meaning of Junye's words. 

"This... I don't know. My memories aren't completely unsealed yet. All I know that it wasn't me nor you 

had sealed my memories but my Uncle Baojun. As for why, I also still don't remember but I'm sure it 

involves you." 

"Baby~ what do you mean?" 

"The reason I came to Nether System is because of you. Because you split your soul too much just to 

look for me in most worlds that you've ended up being in coma. I just don't recall yet why my uncle is 

involved in this. He normally wouldn't care about our family member's counterpart as long as we had 

already chosen. But for some reason as long as you are involved my uncle will involve himself as well. 

This is all I remember for now." 

The two who had both problems in their memories couldn't fully understand their situation. All they 

knew was that the connection between the two of them was even deeper than they expected. 

Seeing that nothing could be done at the moment, Cao Junye had to keep things ending here for now. 

He laid next to his wife and pulled him in his embrace. After exchanging a hot and deep kiss the couple 

looked at each other full of obsession. 

"Sleep. Not today." said Xueya. 

Cao Junye smiled, "Because there is no clean water?" 

"Yes! Better do it inside the dimensional space next time. Water in there is clean!" 

"Yes. yes. Not today. Tomorrow, we will be busy. Sleep baby~" 

"Un. Goodnight my love." kissed the corner of his husband's lips. 

Cao Junye kissed his wife's forehead. "Goodnight, baby~" then they entered their slumber peacefully 

that night. 

--- 

Z District, Hope Base. The blood rain had frightened many individuals all over the world. No one knew 

the reason why the rain had turned red. But since it looked ominous that most living things had avoided 

being hit by it. Bu there are still some stupid people who went out while the blood rain is pouring down. 

Those people had either gotten eaten alive but those excited zombies or turned to one and joined the 

other side. Whatever it is, the number of zombies has once again inflated. 



Most bases who had no idea about the blood rain had suffered greatly from their residents turning to 

zombies. Only the Hope Base was completely free of those stupid people as the leader, Shi Moye and 

the old general Sun, had issued a military order. During the blood rain everyone is forbidden from going 

out of their house no matter whatever reason it is. Or else they would be shot down without a question. 

At first they were few rule breakers but all of them were killed. No question asked. Only when Shi Moye 

had explained the reason for avoidance of such a weird event did everyone understand the lethality of 

the scarlet rain. 

They only had to prepare themselves as they were informed that the zombies after this rain would no 

longer be ordinary human flesh eating monsters. They would evolve ones that ordinary guns would be 

useless against. Only ability users would be able to contend in opposition to it. It was because of these 

that some ability users would have their ego's inflate and suffer from a superiority complex. Because of 

this lots of problems have risen which involve ability users. Shi Moye had a hard time controlling the 

base due to this event. 

Chapter 170: 6.31 Third Green Star - Exercising in Morning (M) 

Morning. 

At the hotel room, sunlight passes through the slits of the curtains, hitting Xueya on the face. The bright 

light made Xueya uncomfortable. When he opens his eyes, Xueya unconsciously narrows his eyes due to 

brightness. Lifting his one hand to block the light, Xueya felt breezy all over himself. 

When he looked down he saw his body naked not even a single piece of cloth was left on his body. Even 

his underwear was taken off. Xueya was stunned for a moment; he didn't remember taking his clothes 

at all. This only meant that the bastard had taken his clothes off for him. Lifting the blanket for a 

moment, Xueya saw his body covered in red spots. 

He could only feel something hot and big in between his butt cheeks. As someone with husband, he 

knew too well what the fuck that is! Xueya was about to seat up when the arms around his waist had 

tightened. Then he heard his husband's hoarse yet sexy undertone voice. 

"Baby~ since we weren't in the mood last night, I didn't do anything but... when I woke up at dawn 

seeing a defenseless you in my arms I felt... hot. Really hot. After touching you and kissing you all over 

you sweated. I need to remove your clothes~" 

Because of the naught hands moving downwards his waist to even lower place made Xueya current 

sensitive body trembles. He felt a hand grab his member teasingly rubbing the tip and the whole thing 

until it hardened. His breathing ragged at his husband's hands movement. Feeling the hot thing rubbing 

his secret place at the same time made Xueya suffer from unfulfillment. 

"Ahh~" A moan came out from his mouth unconsciously. But Xueya didn't forget to try pushing away the 

man behind him. His current vessel is a virgin since birth. That place hasn't been touched by other 

people according to the memories he received. 

Feeling his wife's struggles, Cao Junye clearly knew what was going on in his wife's mind. He licks his ear 

before nipping and sucking on it gently. Then he whispered, 



"Baby~ don't worry. While you're still I've loosened you for hours until that place is as soft as it could 

get~" He moves his other hands to rub and pinched Xueya hardened peaks. 

"Mnn~ Nnm!" 

Chuckles~ Cao Junye hasten the rubbing motion on his wife's member until he comes to his hand once. 

"Hmn~ Ah!" 

"Haha~ you did well to keep your voice down after all Xiao Jing is just next door~" 

The teasing tone of his husband's sultry voice lingers in his ears. There are few tears at the corner of his 

eyes due to his excitement and anger all together. He twisted his body to look at his husband's face. 

Only to see a mischievous smirk on Cao Junye's face. 

Xueya grabbed Junye's shoulder and said, "You dare tease me!" then before Junye could even react, he 

suddenly felt that the space around them wrapped and their surroundings had changed. 

Then plopped inside the spring water as if they've jumped on it. Before Cao Junye moved he felt that the 

surrounding water near his arms and back had frozen, he was stuck at the edge of the water while half 

of his body was submerged. He is currently seated within the pond with Xueya standing completely 

naked in front of him. The water on the spring swirls around Xueya's like a transparent silk slowly 

turning to white shade ice covering his important parts but made him look more tempting than just 

naked. Seeing this Cao Junye couldn't help but gulp as the picture before him is too seductive. 

"I don't want to do it in the water." said Xueya with a coquettish voice while his feet were teasing the 

hardened thing of his husband with his toes. There is also an amused smile lingering at the corner of 

those cerise lips. But the ice had imprisoned him at the edge of the pond. Moreover the converging heat 

coming from his body is unbearable especially that rising heat in his proudly erect thing being rubbed 

and teased by his wife's toes and foot. When he reached his peak Cao Junye could only let out a groan. 

Groans~ 

Looking at the floating milky yet sticky substance in the clear water, "Heh~ isn't that too thick my love~" 

said Xueya with a teasing tone. 

Only when Cao Junye had released once did the ice that prevented him from moving had melted back to 

water. He suddenly stood up and carried his wife by his slender waist. The silk like white cloth on him 

was really made of water as Cao Junye could directly feel Xueya's soft and smooth skin with his hands. 

"It's really water?" asked Cao Junye. 

Ximen Xueya moves his little fingers and the water moves like it's alive moving between his fingers. 

"Of course! With what we are going to do next, there is no need for clothes~" replied Xueya as he 

supported himself by holding on to his husband's shoulders. 

Cao Junye stood up and walked out of the pond carrying his wife under the nearest tree and then put 

him down. He made Xueya lean on the tree facing him. As if already knowing what his husband's plan is, 

Xueya separated his legs as wide as he could and reached out his hands which he wrapped around 



Junye's neck. Junye placed himself in between Xueya's legs and carried him. He pointed his erect 

member at the secret place of his wife and instantly thrusted in. 

Xueya couldn't be helped by arched his back up with only his arms clinging on Junye's neck. "Ahm~ ha~ 

Move... move your hip." as he could feel him slowly pulling out which is like a torture for him. 

Cao Junye responded, "As you wish, baby~" as he thrusted his hips hard, causing his huge cock to plop 

inside Xueya. "Ngh." He could feel the wet cavern sucking him while tightening around his member. The 

feeling is too great that he couldn't stop his hips from moving in up and down motions. Each time he 

penetrates inside his wife's hole, his speed increases with each movement. Xueya bounced back at each 

hard thrust from him. 

Cao Junye's abs flexed as he suddenly held his wife's butt supporting all his weight. He even parted 

those fleshy butt cheeks for easier access to his wife's hole. His wife could only wrap those white jade 

sexy legs around his waist to help him lessen the burden of carrying him. He fucked that tight hole as 

much as he could resulting in his wife's messy moans echoing in the whole forest. Fortunately Xueya's 

hole slowly turned wet as it grew accustomed to being penetrated. The legs wrapped around his waist 

flailed at each hard thrust while his wife's tries to muffle his moans by biting his lower lips. 

Seeing this, Cao Junye felt bad for him. He leaned forward licking those tightly closed red lips as if 

comforting it. Xueya gave him the opportunity and slightly parted his lips which Junye dived in to 

explore. Their tongues fought for dominance but neither was willing to back down. But Junye is bound 

to win as he flexes his hips hitting that sweet spot within Xueya. 

When Xueya was about to scream, Junye captured his tongue and sucked on it like a lollipop. He tasted 

his wife's honeyed mixed with minted taste and thoroughly enjoyed the sweetness. The impending 

moans from Xueya were blocked by Junye's kisses. 

The feeling of invasion slowly turned numbed but pleasuring. Xueya's organ was bouncing along his 

husband's movement, there are hints of wetness at the tip which is about to be released. He gasped and 

separated his lips from Junye's when Xueya thought he couldn't breathe anymore. 

Gasp! "Ah~ Too deep! S-So amazing~" the silk-like thing covering his body had longed to fall on the 

ground turning to water. Xueya is completely naked like Junye right now, accepting their copulations, 

welcoming and full of desires. He started moving his hips downwards to meet his husband's movement 

deepening that hot and scalding hard organ inside of him. A bout of pleasure ripples within his stomach 

too unbearable for him, he could even feel a static crawling up his spine. 

Cao Junye slowed down and saw the sliding bump on his wife's belly as he thrusted his cock in and out 

faster and faster back inside. Their movement was so strong that the tree which his wife is leaning shook 

together with them. Pa. Pa. Pa! He fucked that beautiful yet lascivious hole in frenzy, pushing out more 

and more fluid from the inside. 

Their movements last too long that they are now both drenched in sweat but none of the two care 

much about the stickiness on their skin. The sound of squelches resounds in the whole forest mixed with 

moans and groans. 

Cao Junye suddenly started nibbling on his wife's ears as he whispered, "Baby~ I'm near." 



"Mnn~ haa~ M-Me too... Thrust in deeper~ faster... nnm~" whimpered back Xueya. 

As the both reached their keep, the couple hugged each other tightly as Junye penetrated the deepest 

place within Xueya and released his essence within. After a while he pulled out and watched his wife's 

hole twitching as a white substance strolls down as if it's full. Junye watched as his essences dripped out 

from Xueya's hole downwards to those smooth white legs which are now covered in finger marks due to 

him squeezing in the middle of the deed. It looks so sexy and beautiful. It didn't take long for his little 

brother to once again proudly stand straight at such a lustful scene. 

Seeing the proud and haughty thing standing strong once again Xueya chuckles and lightly flicks the hard 

cock. 

"Mmn~ One more?" asked Junye but his hands were already trapping the latter within his embrace, 

preventing his escape. 

Xueya could see her husband's eyes turn completely black. Full of desires, passionate love and obsession 

towards him. Discerning this, he didn't show any fear instead gave out a gentle smile as he wrapped his 

hand around his husband's waist sticking closely at him. 

"Not here. Continue on the bed." replied Xueya 

Cao Junye agreed without question, "Yes." 

In a split second the two disappeared and continued a few more rounds in the nearby mansion. They've 

teleported directly on the bed in the master's bedroom of the said mansion. They continue to play 

around for a few more hours before coming out to eat lunch. 

--- 

It was already lunch when the couple went down to meet the rest in the dining area. Everyone's eyes 

were on the couple who was covered in pink bubbles. They could see how the general carefully supports 

his wife by his waist letting him lean on him. There are clearly scattered kiss marks on their neck and the 

shameless couple had no attempt of covering up the marks. Ximen Xueya just looked a bit tired today 

unlike the past few days. 

Chino yells at first sight. "Daddy! Father!" 

Urghs~ The pain on Xueya's waist. 

The little bun who finally saw his parents had run over towards them. Ximen Chino instantly jumped on 

his daddy's arms like a small cannon ball. But Xueya's family is suffering from fatigue that he almost fell 

back if not for Junye supporting him right away from behind. 

"Careful~" said Cao Junye as he supported his wife by his waist. 

Ximen Xueya smiled at the baby he caught within his arms, "Our baby~ did you eat your breakfast 

properly?" 

"Yes, daddy~ Chi-chan ate a lot of pancakes Grandpa Wu made." replied Chino. 



Cao Junye lightly pinched his son's chubby cheek with a smirk, "That's good. But daddy is tired. Let's 

father carry you instead okay?" 

Looking at his daddy's slightly pinkish face, the little bun thought his daddy was sick. He swiped up the 

hair covering his forehead and pressed his head on his daddy's forehead to compare their temperature. 

"Daddy~ you're a bit hot. Let Chi-chan heal you. Heal!" a bright golden light came out of Chino's small 

hands. "How is it daddy?" asked the little bun worriedly. 

Ximen Xueya who noticed that the pain in his waist and in that place lightly faded understood that a few 

more heals from his son's light ability would completely return him to normal. 

"Our baby~ give daddy a high heal." said Xueya. 

Chino nodded his little head without a question. He is an obedient little bun who listens to his daddy and 

father. "High Heal!" 

This time a brighter light enters Xueya completely healing all his injuries and fatigue. He felt that after 

getting cast by a high class healing spell, Xueya's discomfort had completely disappeared. 

Exclaimed Xueya as he kissed his son on his cheek with a smooched, "Great! My baby is amazing~ 

Smooched! Your reward." 

The little bun started giggling while giving kisses on his daddy's face while Cao Junye who witnessed the 

whole scene of his wife's discomfort completely disappearing after his son casted a healing heal made 

his smile widened in realization that as long as his baby healed his wife every morning, he could do more 

during the evening. Knowing this his smile is almost reaching his eyes. He hugs both his wife and son 

enclosed in his embrace. They are his most precious treasures. 

Meanwhile the audience's thoughts are different from the happy family scene in front of them. The 

cunning old butler laughs while slightly shaking his head as if he had seen something that made him 

happy and helpless at the same time. Wang Lei and Lou Lan choose to remain silent as the latter is their 

boss. Zhi Yue turned a blind eye as he was busy watching his latest recording in his mind which he got 

from his host dimensional space. 

Only Liu Yan spoke out like a fool he is. 𝕟𝕠𝕧𝕖𝕝𝕦𝕤𝕓.𝕔𝕠𝚖 

Liu Yan murmured, "Wow~ wouldn't this means that their night life would be no restrains~" 

A large hand instantly covered his damn mouth, "Shut up! Do you want to get killed!?" said Baize, who 

was allowed to turn human by Xueya last dinner. 

Ximen Xueya just tinkered his system authority a bit with his higher authority. It would allow Baize to 

turn into human form in each world only once. When he turned back to being a system, he could not 

turn human in that world for the second time. 

Baize's human form isn't that much different from his original body. He is two heads taller than his host, 

Liu Yan. Quite muscular with strong wide shoulders and an above handsome face giving out wildness 

and bad boy feeling. He is not quite bad himself. But compared to Cao Junye and the rest, he still looks 

average. Despite that Liu Yan's eyes only stay at his figure for more than a few minutes. 



 


